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INTRODUCTION 
The Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP) will be used to obtain 
long term scientific measurements of various physical and environmental proper-
ties of the moon consistent with the scientific objectives of the Apollo program. 
The ALSEP comprises scientific experiment packages and supporting subsystems 
transported to the lunar surface aboard an Apollo Lunar Module (LM). The 
ALSEP system will remain on the lunar surface, after the return of the astro-
nauts, to transmit scientific and engineering data to the Manned Space Flight 
Network (MSFN) on Earth. 
The purpose of the ALSEP Transportation and Handling Manual is to provide 
transportation and handling data pertinent to ALSEP deliverable equipment and 
spares. The manual includes packing, shipping, storage, unpacking, transporta-
tion, handling, and installation procedures for equipment deliverable from the 
contractor to the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). Equipment deliverable directly 
from subcontractors to KSC will be included from arrival at KSC through the field 
maintenance operations activities at KSC. 
To avoid redundancy, this manual will reference vendor documents or other 
ALSEP support manuals, when applicable. ALSEP support manuals furnished in 
addition to this manual are as follows: 
ALSEP General Familiarization Manual, ALSEP-MA-24 
ALSEP Flight System Familiarization Manual, ALSEP-MT -03 
ALSEP Flight System Field Maintenance Manual, ALSEP-LS-04 
ALSEP System Test Equipment Field Maintenance Manual, ALSEP-LS-06 
ALSEP Interim Training Model Manual, ALSEP-LS-OS 
Grenade Launch Assembly Test Set Instructions Manual, ALSEP-LS-07 
Information contained in this manual incorporates data developed through 
1 December 1965. 
v 
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SECTION I 
DESCRIPTION AND LEADING PARTICULARS 
1-1. INTRODUCTION. 
This section of the manual contains a description of the ALSEP system and in-
cludes descriptions of transportation and ground support equipment (GSE) required 
for delivery and field maintenance support of the system. 
The ALSEP system description contains brief descriptions of the subsystems and 
components comprising the ALSEP flight article and includes leading particulars 
consisting of the weight elements and major dimensions of subsystems and 
components. The information is provided to acquaint field maintenance personnel 
with the configuration of the flight article as applicable to transportation and hand-
ling of the individual components. For a complete desc ription of the ALSEP sys-
tem' refer to ALSEP Flight System Familiarization Manual, ALSEP-MT -03. 
The transportation equipment descriptions include the ALSEP containers and com-
mercial packaging used during delivery of the ALSEP flight article and associated 
GSE to KSC. The GSE descriptions include all equipment required for flight arti-
cle handling during level A maintenance operations at KSC. The information is 
provided to acquaint maintenance personnel with the equipment used during 
accomplishment of the flight article transportation and handling procedures con-
tained in Section II of this manual. 
1-2. ALSEP SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The ALSEP system comprises a group of scientific experiment and suppo rting 
subsystems which will be deployed on the lunar surface to measure lunar physical 
and environmental characteristics and transmit the data to receiving stations on 
Earth. The subsystems are deployed on the lunar surface by an astronaut who 
will activate the system and verify system operation with the Manned Space Flight 
Network (MSFN) prior to return to Earth. System operation is controlled by 
ground commands from the MSFN and automatic commands generated within the 
system. Figure 1 -1 shows a simplified block diagram of the ALSEP system. 
The ALSEP program comprises four scheduled lunar flights which include deploy-
ment of eight experiment subsystems. Table 1 -1 lists the eight experiment sub-
systems and briefly describes the experiment functions. Weight and space 
limitations of the lunar module (LM) preclude simultaneous transportation of all 
eight experiments; cons equently, varying combinations of four experiment sub-
systems are carried on each of the four projected flights. The experiment flight 
as signments are listed in Table 1-2. 
1 -1 
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EXPERIMENT SUBS YSTEMS 
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Figure 1 - 1. ALSEP System, S implifie d Block Dia gram 
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Table 1 -1. Experirnent Subsystern Functions 
Subsystern 
Passive Seisrnic Experirnent (PSE) 
Magnetorneter Experirnent (ME) 
Solar Wind Experirnent (SWE) 
Supratherrnal Ion Detector 
Experirnent (SIDE) 
Active Seisrnic Experirnent (ASE) 
Heat Flow Experirnent (HFE) 
Charged Particle Lunar 
Environrnent Experirnent (CPLEE) 
Cold Cathode Gauge Experirnent 
(CCGE) 
I Function 
Measures lunar seisrnic activity to 
deterrnine physical prope rties of the 
lunar interior and crust. 
Measures lunar rnagnetic field and its 
ternporal variations at the surface. 
Measures energies, densities, inci-
dence angles, and ternporal variations 
of the solar wind plasrna at the lunar 
surface. 
Detects positive ions and therrnalized 
solar wind in the lunar atrnosphere. 
Measures natural and artifically 
produced seisrnic cornpression waves 
through the lunar crust. 
Measures rate of outward heat flow 
frorn lunar interior, therrnal conduc-
tivity and diffusivity of surface 
rnaterial, and heat fluctuations at 
lunar surface. 
Measures energy distribution and 
tirne variations of proton and electron 
fluxes at the lunar surface. 
Measures lunar arnbient atrnosphere 
density, including ternporal variations, 
and rate of loss of contamination left 
in the landing area by the astronauts 
and LM. 
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Ta ble I -2. ALSEP Experilllent Subsystelll Flight As s ignlllents 
Expe rilllent I Flights I and 2 I Flight 3 I Flight 4 
Passive seislllic 
Magnetolllete r 
Solar wind 
Supratherlllal ion detector 
Active seiSlllic 
Heat flow 
Charged particle lunar 
envi ronlllent 
Cold cathode gauge 
x x x 
x 
x 
x x 
x 
x 
x x 
x 
The ALSEP support subsystellls provide the experilllent support functions for 
ALSEP systelll operation on the lunar surface in addition to providing packaging 
accollllllodations for all subsystellls during transportation of the ALSEP systelll 
to the lunar surface (flight phase). Table 1-3 lists the support subsystellls and 
support cOlllponents and briefly describes the subsystelll or cOlllponent functions. 
Table 1-3. Support Subsystelll/Colllponent Functions 
Subsystelll/ COlllponent 
Structure/Therlllal Subsystelll 
Electrical Power Subsystelll 
(EPS) 
1-4 
I Function 
Provides ALSEP subsystelll packaging 
accOllllllodations, structural support, and 
isolation frOlll heat, shock, and vibration 
during ALSEP flight phase and during 
lunar surface operations. 
Generates, regulates, and converts 
electrical power for ALSEP operation. 
( 
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Table 1-3. Support Subsystem/Component Functions (Cont. ) 
Subsystem/ Component 
Data Subsystem 
Apollo Lunar Hand Tools 
Subsystem (ALHT) 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
(ALSD) 
I Function 
Receives, decodes, and applies com-
mands from the MSFN to ALSEP sub-
systems to perform power switching, 
thermal control, operating mode 
changes, and experiment subsystem 
control. Switches and distributes 
power from electrical power subsystem. 
Accepts and processes scientific and 
hous ekeeping data and transmits the data 
to MSFN receiving stations. 
Provides tools and equipment to assist 
astronaut in performing limited 
exploration/observation of lunar surface 
and in acquiring samples of lunar 
material for return to Earth. 
Bores holes for emplacement of heat 
flow experiment probes and provides 
core samples of lunar surface material 
for return to Earth. 
The support subsystems are carried on all four projected flights. The Apollo 
lunar surface drill is carried on flight 3 to assist in emplacement of the heat 
flow experiment probes and to provide core samples of the lunar surface. 
1-3. ALSEP FLIGHT ARTICLE DESCRIPTION 
The ALSEP flight article comprises the ALSEP support subsystems and experi-
ment subsystems packaged for installation on the LM. With the exception of the 
fuel capsule and cask, which are components of the electrical power subsystem, 
the experiment and support subsystem components are assembled on structural 
elements of the structure / thermal subsystem to form ALSEP subpackages No. 1 
and No.2. 
Boyd bolt fasteners attach the subsystems/components to the associated subpack-
age structure tie-down points. The bolts are quick-release type fasteners that 
require 75 degree rotation to release the fastener from a locked condition. The 
bolt head incorporates a hexagonal, female socket that is engaged by an Allen 
wrench fitting on the end of the universal handling tool (UHT) to release the 
subsystem/ component from the tie-down points. The bolt is spring-loaded to 
automatically raise the fastener clear of the tie -down mating hole s when the 
fastener is released. 
1-5 
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The subpackages are installed in the LM scientific equipment bay (SEQ) for the 
flight phase. Each subpackage is mounted on rails within the bay and is held 
securely in place by two pins that project into the subpackage from the rear of the 
bay and by a mechanism at the front of the rails that locks the subpackage in place. 
After the LM has landed on the lunar surface, the astronaut leaves the LM and 
walks to the outs ide of the bay. Opening the doo r of the SEQ releas es the me chan-
ism locking the subpackages in place. A boom mounted in the bay above each 
subpackage has a cable connecting to the subpackage boom attachment as sembly. 
The boom attachment assembly is attached by a bracket and pip pin to the sub-
package and projects up from the subpackage. The astronaut can either grasp a 
handle on the subpackage or use the boom and cable to lower the subpackage to 
the lunar surface. After the subpackage is on the surface, the cable is released 
from the subpackage by pulling a lanyard of the boom attachment assembly. Fuel 
cask support structure elements of the structure / thermal subsystem provide 
mounting points for the fuel cask on the exterior of the LM for the flight phase. 
Figure 1-2 shows a typical flight article configuration and includes ALSEP flight 
article/LM interface locations. Table 1-4 lists the flight article weight elements 
for subsystem/components as signed to the individual ALSEP flights. Table 1-5 
lists subsystem component dimensions. 
1-6 
Table 1-4. Flight Article Weight Elements 
Weight Element 
Subpackage No. 1 (LM SEQ No.1) Total 
Structure/Thermal Subsystem: 
Primary Structure 
Sunshield Assembly 
Sunshield Extenders 
Thermal Curtain Ass e mbly 
Dust Detector and its cable 
Data Subsystem: 
Central Station and PSE electronics 
(plus ASE electronics FIt 4) 
Antenna and its cable 
Antenna Aiming Mechanism Package 
Power Dissipation Module 
Experiment Subsystems: 
PSE sensor and its thermal control 
ME 
SWE 
HFE 
CCGE 
Weight (pounds) 
Flights Flight 
1 and 2 3 
121. 3 122.9 
8.2 8. 8 
11. 7 11. 2 
o. 9 0.9 
1.7 1.1 
0.4 0.4 
39.7 40.5 
1.3 1.3 
-
3. 6 
O. 8 O. 8 
20.6 20.6 
19. 2 
-
12.2 
-
- 9.2 
- 12.6 
Flight 
4 
122. 3 
8.2 
11. 2 
0.9 
1.1 
0.4 
42.8 
1.3 
-
O. 8 
20.6 
-
-
-
-
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Table 1-4. Flight Article Weight Elements (Cont. ) 
( 
Weight (pounds) 
Flights Flight Flight 
Weight Element 1 and 2 3 4 
CPLEE 
- 5.5 5.5 
ASE and its cable 
- -
24.1 
Experiment cabling 2.2 3.7 2. 1 
Fasteners 0.8 o. 9 0.8 
LM Interface 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Subpackage No. 2 (LM SEQ No. 2) Total 101. 5 97.1 100.3 
Structure/Thermal Subsystem: 
Pallet As sembly 12.7 12.4 12.7 
Sub-Pallet Assembly 6. 1 4.8 6. 1 
Data Subsystem: 
Antenna Aiming Mechanism 4.0 - 4.0 
Electrical Power Subsystem: 
RTG and its Cable As sembly 27.8 28.3 27.9 
RTG Cable Shield Assembly 1.7 1.7 1.7 
Shorting Plug 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Apollo Lunar Hand Tool Subsystem: 18.0 18.0 18. 0 
Experiment Subsystems: 
SIDE and its cable 21. 2 - 21. 2 
ALSD (Apollo Lunar Surface Drill) 
-
23.4 
-
ALSEP Deployment Tools 5.4 5.4 5.4 
LM Interface 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Fasteners 0.2 o. 1 0.2 
PSE Stool 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Miscellaneous 1.6 
-
0.4 
Com:eonents Mounted Externally 
on LM Structure Total 60.0 60.0 60.0 
Electrical Power Subsystem: 
Fuel Capsule 15.4 15.4 15.4 
Fuel Cask 25.0 25.0 25.0 
Structure/ Thermal Subsystem: 
Thermal Shield 2.6 2.6 2.6 
Structure As sembly 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Band Assembly 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Astronaut Protection 2. 0 2.0 2.0 
LM Interface 5.0 5.0 5. 0 
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Table 1-5. Subsyste:m/Co:mponent Di:mensions 
Di:mens ions (lnche s ) 
Subsyste:m/ Co:mponent Length I Width 1 Height lDia:meter 
Structure/Ther:mal Subsyste:m 
Subpackage No. 1 Structure 
Subpackage No. 2 Structure 
Dust Detector 
Electrical Power Subsyste:m 
Radioisotope Ther:moelectric Generator 
(RTG) 
Fuel Capsule 
Power Conditioning Unit 
Fuel Cask 
Data Subsyste:m 
Co:m:mand Receiver 
Diplexer Filter 
Diplexer Switch 
Co:m:mand Decoder 
Central Station Ti:mer 
Digital Data Processor 
Analog Multiplexer Converter 
Data Subsyste:m Trans:mitter 
Data Subsyste:m Power Distribution Unit 
Antenna 
Antenna Ai:ming Mechanis:m 
Passive Seis:mic Experi:ment 
Sensor Asse:mbly 
Central Station Electronics 
Magneto:meter E x peri:ment (Folded) 
Solar Wind Experi:ment 
Suprather:mal Ion Detector Experi:ment 
Active Seis:mic Experi:ment 
Thu:mper Asse:mbly 
Geophone Asse:mbly 
Mortar Package 
Heat Flow E xpe ri:ment 
Probe Storage Package 
1-8 
26.7 
25.9 
1.8 
8. 4 
8. 0 
6.9 
4. 5 
6. 3 
2. 6 
6.3 
5. 9 
7. 5 
7 . 3 
23. 0 
10. 8 
7.3 
25.0 
11. 1 
15. 3 
44. 5 
15. 6 
25. 5 
27.4 
27. 1 
1.8 
4. 1 
4.0 
2. 5 
4. 0 
3.9 
3.9 
4. 2 
2. 0 
4. 0 
6. 0 
6. 5 
10. 0 
9. 0 
4. 5 
4.0 
4. 5 
6. 9 
3.4 
1.8 
18. 1 
16 . 9 
2. 9 
23 . 0 
1.8 
2. 5 
1.3 
2. 8 
2. 8 
2. 6 
1.5 
2. 8 
4. 7 
15. 0 
2. 8 
11. 0 
10.6 
13 . 0 
4. 8 
9. 5 
3. 5 
16 . 0 
2.6 
8. 0 
1.3 
1.5 
11. 0 
1.7 
( 
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Table 1-5. Subsystem/CoITlponent DiITlensions (Cont. ) 
DiITlensions (Inches) 
Subs ys teITl/ COITlponent Length I Width I Height I DiaITleter 
Heat Flow ExperiITlent (Cont. ) 
Electronics Package 13. 0 9. 0 8. 0 
-
Charged Particle Lunar Expe riITlen t 10. 3 4. 5 8. 5 
-
Cold Cathode Gauge ExperiITlent 12. 0 4.6 13. 4 
-
1 -4. SUBPACKAGE NO. 1 DESCRIPTION 
The configuration of subpackage No. 1 for flights 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 1-3. 
The configurations of subpackage No. 1 for flights 3 and 4 are shown in Fig-
ure 1 -4 and Figure 1 -5 respectively. Individual subsysteITls / cOITlponents are 
illustrated to support the following subsysteITl/ cOITlponent des criptions. 
1 -5. Structure/TherITlal SubsysteITl COITlponents. The structure/therITlal sub-
systeITl cOITlponents on subpackage No. 1 consist of the priITlary structure, thermal 
plate, sunshield, side curtains, therITlal bag, and dust detector. The priITlary 
structure is a ITlachined forging reces s ed to house the data subsysteITl ITlodules, 
electronics packages associated with individual experiITlents, and the power con-
ditioning unit which is part of the electrical power subsysteITl. The electronic 
ITlodules and packages are ITlounted on the therITlal plate, covered by the thermal 
bag, and the resulting as seITlbly is installed in the priITlary structure reces s. The 
priITlary structure provides points for ITlounting the subpackage in the LM SEQ. 
To facilitate lowering the subpackage froITl the LM SEQ to the lunar surface, the 
subpackage has a bOOITl attachITlent asseITlbly projecting up from the subpackage. 
A cable, extending down froITl a bOOITl ITlounted on the LM above the SEQ, is 
attached to the subpackage bOOITl attachITlent asseITlbly. The cable is used to lower 
the subpackage to the lunar surface and is then released froITl the subpackage by 
pulling a lanyard of the bOOITl attachITlent as seITlbly. The side curtains and reflec-
tor fold beneath the sunshield ITlounted on top of the priITlary structure. The upper 
surface of the sunshield provides tie -down points for subsysteITls cOITlponents on 
the subpackage. After deployITlent, the sunshield, side curtains, and reflectors 
are raised to provide therITlal protection for the ALSEP central station electronics 
housed in the priITlary structure. 
The dust detector consists of a detector package ITlounted on the sunshield and the 
detector electronics contained on a printed circuit board in the data subsystem 
power distribution unit which is housed in the priITlary structure. A flat, multi-
conductor cable connects the detector package with the electronics. 
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1 -6. Data Subsystem. Com.ponents. The data subsystem. is the central point for 
control of ALSEP experim.ents and for the collection, proces sing, and transm.is-
sion of scientific data and engineering status data to MSFN. Major components 
of the subsystem. are the antenna assem.bly, diplexer, com.m.and receiver, central 
station tim.er, transm.itters, data processor, and power distribution unit. With 
the exception of the antenna as s em.bly, the subsystem. com.ponents are m.ounted on 
the therm.al plate of subpackage No. 1 which, after deployrnent, form.s the ALSEP 
central station. Location of the com.ponents on the therm.al plate is shown in Fig-
ure 1-6. 
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Table 1-6 lists the m.ajor data subsystem. com.ponents and briefly describes the 
function of each. 
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Table 1-6. Data Subsystelll COlllponents 
COlllponent 
Antenna 
Diplexer Switch 
Diplexer Filter 
Translllitters 
COlllllland Receiver 
COlllllland Decoder 
Central Station Tilller 
Data Processor 
Power Distribution Unit 
I Function 
Provides silllultaneous uplink reception and 
downlink translllis sion of ALSEP signals. 
Connects either of two translllitters to the 
antenna. 
Connects receiver input and translllitter output 
to the antenna. 
Translllits downlink signals. 
Receives uplink signals. 
Decodes received cOlllllland signals and issues 
cOllllllands to the subsystellls. 
Provides backup tiTI1.ing signals to subsystellls 
and provides autolllatic systelll shutdown after 
720 ± 30 days. 
Collects and forlllats scientific data input frolll 
the experilllents. Collects and converts analog 
housekeeping data to binary forlll. 
Controls power switching and conditions engin-
eering status data. 
The antenna is stored on the sunshield during the flight phase. After ALSEP 
deploYITlent, the antenna, antenna lllast sections, and antenna aillling lllechanislll 
are asselllbled and erected on the side of the central station. The antenna lllast 
se ctions are stored on subpackage No. 2 during the flight phase. The antenna 
aillling lllechanislll is stowed on subpackage No. 2 for ALSEP flights 1, 2, and 4 
and is stowed on subpackage No. 1 for flight 3. 
1-7. Electrical Power SubsysteITl COlllponents. The power conditioning unit 
(PCU) and the power dissipation ITlodule are the only electrical power subsystelll 
cOITlponents lllounted on subpackage No. 1. Other cOlllponents of the subsys-
teITl are the radioisotope therITloelectric generator (R TG), ITlounted on subpackage 
No.2, and the fuel capsule asseITlbly and fuel cask, installed on the fuel cask 
support structure that is lllounted on the LM exterior during the ALSEP flight 
phase. The fuel capsule asselllbly is transferred to the RTG during deploYlllent 
to activate the electrical power subsystelll. The PCU is an electronic lllodule 
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mounted on the thermal plate in the vicinity of data subsystem modules. After 
deployrnent, the peu receives ALSEP primary power developed by the RTG and 
fuel capsule assembly and converts, regulates, and filters the primary power to 
provide six operating voltages for the ALSEP experiment and support subsystems. 
1-8. Passive Seismic Experiment. The passive seismic experiment comprises 
four major physical elements; the sensor assembly, leveling stool, thermal 
shroud, and electronics assembly. The sensor assembly consists of a cylindri-
cal housing with a hemispherical base. The assembly contains the experiment 
seismometers with associated electrical circuits, leveling devices, and caging 
mechanisms. The caging mechanism is a pressurized bellows device. Prior to 
experiment deployment on the lunar surface, pres sure is maintained in the bel-
lows to cage the seismometers and prevent damage to the devices during ground 
handling and the flight phase. After experiment deployment, the pres sure is re-
leased by explosive squibs fired by commands initiated on Earth. This action 
withdraws the caging pins and activates the system. The sensor assembly is sup-
ported on the lunar surface by a leveling stool stowed on subpackage No. 2 during 
the flight phase. The stool consists of a short tripod with three thermal insula-
tors equally spaced on a dish-shaped rim that accommodates the hemispherical 
base of the sensor assembly. This mounting configuration permits the experi-
ment to be leveled easily by the astronaut during deployment. A bubble level, 
mounted on top of the sensor assembly; provides the leveling reference. A gnomon, 
mounted on the top of the sensor assembly, indicates azmuthal position relative 
to the sun to aid in positioning the as s embly correctly during deployment. 
A five -foot circular thermal shroud with a domed center fitted over the sensor 
housing is spread on the lunar surface after deployment to provide experiment 
thermal protection. The shroud skirt is folded around the sensor assembly when 
the experiment is installed on subpackage No. 1. The experiment electronics 
assembly is a module mounted on the ALSEP central station thermal plate. The 
assembly is electrically connected to the sensor assembly circuits by a pair of 
flat, multiconductor cables stored on a reel mechanism mounted on subpackage 
No. 1 during the flight phase. 
1 -9. Magnetometer Experiment. The magnetometer experiment compris es a 
central housing containing the experiment electronics and an electromechanical 
gimbal-flip unit. Three fiberglass boom arms, mounted on the top plate of the 
housing, support a positionable fluxgate magnetometer sensor, mounted in a sen-
sor head at the outer end of each arm. The arms are hinged at the experiment 
top plate mounting point and at midpoint to facilitate folding for storage on sub-
package No. 1 during the flight phase. In the deployed configuration, the boom 
arms extend outward from the housing to maintain the sensors in fixed orientation, 
equally spaced from one another and from the lunar surface. 
The central housing is supported on the lunar surface by three support legs which 
are adjustable to allow experiment leveling using a bubble level mounted on the 
top plate as a leveling reference. The legs fold for compact storage on subpack-
age No. 1 during the flight phas e. 
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The experiment is thermally insulated with multilayer radiation barriers on the 
two sides and bottom of the central housing and the boom arms, a fiberglass blan-
ket on the top of the central housing and around the sensor heads, foam boots over 
the boom arm lower hinges , and controlled radiation surfaces on the sensor heads 
and the two sides of the central housing. Parabolic reflectors on two sides of the 
central housing reflect thermal energy radiated from the lunar surface. 
The experiment is connected to the ALSEP Central Station by a flat, mUlticonduc-
tor cable stored on a reel attached to the bottom of the central housing when the 
experiment is mounted on subpackage No. 1. 
1-10. Solar Wind Experiment. The solar wind experiment is a self-contained in-
strument comprising an instrument housing that provides mounting for the sensor 
assembly, electronic assembly, leg assembly, and thermal control assembly. 
The sensor assembly, mounted on top of the instrument housing, consists of seven 
modified Faraday cups housed in a hexagon cupola configuration. Spring-loaded 
covers, installed over each sensor, provide protection until the experiment has 
been deployed on the lunar surface and the LM has departed. The covers are re-
tained in place by a retaining cord that melts to release the covers when activated 
by a command from the MSFN. The instrument housing is supported on the lunar 
surface by two tubular leg assemblies with telescoping extension legs which are 
collapsed for experiment mounting on subpackage No. 1. Each assembly is ex-
tended during deployment. 
The experiment electronics are contained in the instrument housing. They provide 
all the circuits required for experiment operation. The electronics are connected 
to the ALSEP central station by a flat, multiconductor cable stored on a reel 
mounted on the bottom of the housing when the experiment is mounted on the sub-
package. 
Experiment thermal control elements consist of radiators, insulation, a sunshield, 
and internal heaters . 
1-11. Heat Flow Experiment. The heat flow experiment, as signed to ALSEP 
flight 3, comprises two separate major physical components; two sensor probe 
assemblies and an electronics package . Each probe consists of two sections 
joined by a flexible spring. The spring permits the probe to be formed into a U-
shape for installation in the probe carrying package which is stowed on subpackage 
No. 1 for the flight phase. The probe electrical cables, used to connect the probe 
electronic circuits to the experiment electronics package, are folded and stowed 
in the probe carrying package . During deployment, the probes are implanted in 
holes drilled in the lunar surface with the Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (ALSD) which 
is stored on subpackage No. 2 during the flight phase. 
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The electronics package houses the experiment functional circuits. The package 
consists of an outer case housing the electronics circuits . The circuits are sur-
rounded by a thermal bag. A thermal plate covers the outer case and supports a 
sunshield to protect the electronics from externally generated heat. R eflectors, 
built into the open ends of the sun shield, aid in radiation of internally generated 
heat. Four legs, on the bottom of the outer case, support the packag e on the lunar 
surface after deployment. The package is electrically connected to the ALSEP 
central station with a flat, multiconductor cable stowed on a cable reel at the 
bottom of the package during the flight phase. 
1-12. Charged Particle Lunar Environment Experiment. The charged particle 
lunar environment experiment comprises a self-contained package consisting of 
physical analyzers and electronic signal processing components housed in an in-
sulated case. A thermal support plate on the upper surface of the housing sup-
ports the experiment component housing. Four legs, attached to the housing, sup-
port the experiment. Experiment leveling is accomplished using a bubble level 
mounted on the top of the thermal support plate. A spring-loaded, mylar, dust 
cover protects the physical analyzer apertures in the surface of the thermal sup-
port plate during ground handling and the flight phase. The dust cover is retained 
in place by a guillotine release device. After the experiment is deployed and the 
LM has departed, the guillotine is actuated by MSFN command which fires an ex-
plosive squib to actuate the guillotine, release the cover, and expose the apertures. 
The experiment is connected to the ALSEP central station with a flat, multicon-
ductor cable stored on a reel mounted on the subpackage during the flight phase. 
1-13. Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment. The cold cathode gauge experiment 
(C CGE) will provide data pertaining to the density of the lunar ambient atmosphere, 
including temporal variations and the rate-of-loss of contamination resulting from 
residue left in the deployment area by the astronauts and LM. 
The CCGE consists of a base, a fiberglass housing, and a top plate. The top plate 
serves as a support for th e electronic modules and as a heat sink. A tool socket 
and bubble level, mounted on the top plate, permit the astronaut to deploy and level 
the experiment. A gauge sensor is mounted on the side of the housing. A cover 
protecting the gauge aperture is removed, on command from Earth, by an explo-
sive actuated piston that releases a spring. The experiment is connected to the 
ALSEP central station with a flat, multiconductor cable. 
1-14. Active Seismic Experiment. The active seismic experiment comprises four 
separate major elements; the central electronics package, three geophone detec-
tors, a mortar package, and a thumper assembly. The central electronics pack-
age is an electronics module mounted on the ALSEP central station thermal plate 
which is a structure/thermal subsystem component of subpackage No. 1 (See Fig-
ure 1- 6.) After deployment, other elements of the experiment are connected to 
the electronics package with cables stored on the associated element during the 
flight phase. 
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The geophone detectors are seismic listening devices implanted in the lunar crust 
at specified distances from the central station during deployment. The detectors 
and associated electrical cables are stored on the thumper assembly handle during 
the flight phase. The thumper as sembly consists of a short handle with an initiator 
mounting plate and base plate at the lower end and arm/fire and initiator selector 
switches mounted at the top end. The handle is hinged at two points to permit 
folding of the assembly for stowage on the subpackage during the flight phase. The 
initiator mounting plate contains 21 Apollo standard initiator squibs mounted per-
pendicular to the base plate. After deployment, the astronaut places the thumper 
base plate against the lunar surface, then selects and fires each initiator individ-
ually at specified distances from the central station. As each squib fires, a pres-
sure switch on the base plate sends a pulse to the central electronics package, 
marking the instant of firing. The thumper is connected to the electronics package 
with a flat, four- conductor cable stored on a split spool on the upper end of the 
thumper handle during the flight phase . The thumper assembly also stores the 
three geophones and associated cables. The cables are wound on an integral reel, 
located just above the initiator mounting plate, and the geophones are mounted in 
individual holes in the top of the reel. 
The mortar package contains rocket motor propelled grenades which are fired to 
produce artificial seismic disturbances in the lunar crust. The package consists 
of a mortar box that houses a grenade launch assembly (GLA) and associated mor-
tar firing circuits, safety switches, and a folding receiving antenna. The lower 
edge of the box is beveled and, when deployed, two folding legs at the opposite edge 
are extended to form a triangular-based launch assembly, angled approximately 
45 degrees upward. The legs and the receiving antenna are folded for mortar 
package stowage on the subpackage during the flight phase. The box is thermally 
insulated with multilayer, aluminized mylar on the sides and bottom and an alum-
inum foil sunshade over the top. The GLA is a rectangular, fiberglass launch-tube 
assembly that contains four rocket-propelled grenades. The grenades are similar, 
differing only in the amount of rocket propellant and explosive char ge. The gre-
nades are mounted in brackets in the launch tubes and retained in place with two 
safety rods which will contain the grenades in the event of accidental rocket motor 
ignition. The mortar package interconnects to the experiment central electronics 
package with an rf cable and a flat, multiconductor cable stowed on a reel mech-
anism during the flight phase. 
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1-15. SUBPACKAGE NO. 2 DESCRIPTION 
The configuration of subpackage No. 2 for flights 1, 2, and 4 is shown in Fig-
ure 1-7. The configuration of subpackage No. 2 for flight 3 is shown in Fig-
ure 1-8. Individual subsystems/components are illustrated to support the fol-
lowing descriptions. 
1-16. Structure/Thermal Subsystem Components. The structure/thermal sub-
system components of subpackage No. 2 consist of a pallet, a subpallet, two uni-
versal handling tools, a dome removal tool, and a fuel transfer tool. 
The pallet and subpallet provide tie points for mounting sUbsystems/components 
on the subpackage and securing the subpackage in the LM SEQ for the flight phase. 
To help lower the subpackage from the LM SEQ to the lunar surface, a boom at-
tachment as sembly, attached to the pallet, projects up from the pallet. A cable, 
extending down from a boom mounted on the LM above the SEQ, is attached to the 
boom assembly. The cable is used to lower the subpackage to the lunar surface 
and is then released from the subpackage by pulling a lanyard of the boom attach-
ment assembly. After deployment, the pallet provides a base for the power gen-
erating components of the electrical power subsystem during ALSEP system op-
eration. 
The universal handling tool (UHT) is used by the astronaut during deployment to 
release the subsystem/component tie-down fasteners and to transport and emplace 
the experiment subsystems. The insertion end of the UHT is a positive locking 
device that provides a rigid interface between the tool and experiment during 
transport and emplacement of the experiment. A trigger on the tool handle must 
be depressed to engage or release the tool from the experiment handling recep-
tacle. An Allen wrench fitting, extending from the insertion end of the tool, en-
gages the hexagon socket in the head of Boyd bolt experiment tie-down fasteners 
to rotate the bolt and release the experiment from the subpackage tie-down points. 
The dome removal tool (DRT) is used by the astronaut to release the dome on the 
fuel cask mounted on the LM exterior. The tool engages a locking mechanism on 
the fuel cask dome and is locked in place by pressing the tool toward the dome and 
rotating the tool. The tool is pulled away from the dome to verify engagement and 
then rotated in the opposite direction to remove the dome from the cask. 
The fuel transfer tool (FTT) is used to transfer the fuel capsule assembly from 
the fuel cask to the radioisotope thermoelectric generator during deployment. 
Three prongs on the end of the tool engage the fuel capsule backplate and are 
locked in place by rotating the knurled handle at the opposite end of the tool. This 
action releases the fuel capsule retaining latches in the fuel cask and frees the 
capsule for transfer to the radioisotope thermoelectric generator. The UHT, 
DR T, FTT, and two antenna mast sections are stowed on brackets on the 
structure/ the rmal subpallet. In addition, the subpallet provide s mounting tie-
down points for the suprathermal ion detector experiment, the antenna aiming 
mechanism, and the passive seismic experiment leveling stool. 
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1-17. Electrical Power Subsystem Components. The only electrical power sub-
system component on subpackage No. 2 is the radioisotope thermoelectric gen-
erator (R TG). Other components of the system are the fuel cask and fuel capsule 
assembly, mounted on the LM exterior, the power conditioning unit (PCU), located 
in the ALSEP central station (subpackage No.1), and the power dis sipation unit 
(PDU), located in the structure/thermal subsystem (subpackage No.1). 
The R TG is a cylindrical case with heat rejection fins on the exterior and a cen-
tral cavity that house s the fuel capsule after deployment. The R TG is installed on 
the subpackage pallet which provides a support base for the electrical power gen-
erating components after deployment . An electrical cable stowed on the cable 
reel on the subpackage connects the R TG output to the PCU in the ALSEP central 
station. 
1-18. Data Subsystem Components. The only data subsystem component installed 
on subpackage No. 2 is the antenna aiming mechanism. The mechanism is instal-
led on subpackage No . 2 for flights 1, 2, and 4 and on subpackage No. 1 for 
flight 3. The mechanism is a gimballing device that provides a means of posi-
tioning the antenna in azimuth and elevation during ALSEP system deployment. 
The aiming mechanism is stowed on the subpallet in a split, foam-filled container 
that internally conforms to the device outline to provide shock isolation during the 
flight phase. During deployment, the aiming mechanism provides an antenna posi-
tioning interface between the upper antenna mast section and the antenna assembly. 
1 - 19. Passive Seismic Experiment Components. The only passive seismic ex-
periment subsystem component on subpackage No. 2 is the experiment leveling 
stool previously described in the subpackage No. 1 description paragraph. 
1-20 . Apollo Lunar Hand Tool Subsystem. The Apollo lunar hand tool subsystem 
comprises a collection of hand tools that assists the astronaut in accomplishment 
of lunar surface observation and collection of lunar material for return to Earth. 
The equipment is housed in a case, mounted on the structure/thermal subsystem 
subpallet, that provides a stowage container during the flight phase. After de-
ployment, the case opens into a triangular configuration that serves as a support 
for the sample bag and lunar surface samples and as a tripod base for the instru-
ment staff. Six-inch legs extend from the base to elevate the case sufficiently for 
convenient handling by the astronaut. Table 1-7 lists the equipment comprising 
the subsystem. 
1-21. Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment. The suprathermal ion detector 
experiment (SIDE) is a self-contained package comprised of a chassis that houses 
the experiment electronic modules and ion detectors. The SIDE provides storage 
accommodations for the cold cathode ion gauge (CCIG) , an experiment ground 
plane, and an electrical cable reel. Three folding legs, housed in the chas sis 
base when the experiment is mounted on the subpackage, are extended during de-
ployment to form a short tripod base that supports the experiment on the lunar 
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Table 1-7. Apollo Lunar Hand Tools 
Tool Nomenclature I 
Geologic Sampling Tools 
Aseptic Collection device 
Extension handle 
Three core tubes 
Scoop 
Sampling hammer 
Tongs 
Brush/Scriber/Hand Lens 
Spring scale 
Description 
Designed to take a small sample of granular 
material or material of low structural strength 
from six inches below the lunar surface without 
exposing the sample to contamination. 
This tool is used as an anvil surface and as an 
extension for several other tools to permit their 
use without requiring the astronaut to kneel or 
bend down. 
These tubes are designed to be driven or 
augered into loose gravel, sandy material, or 
into soft rock such as feather rock or pumice 
to collect and retain the loose materials. 
Used as a trowel or a chisel for collection of 
lunar material. 
Serves three functions; a sampling hammer, a 
pick or mattock, and a tool with which to drive 
the core tubes or scoop. 
Used to retrieve small samples from the lunar 
surface while in a standing position. 
A composite tool for the following uses: 
a. Brush - To clean samples prior to selection. 
b. Scriber - To scratch samples for selection 
and to mark for identification. 
c. Hand lens - Magnifying glas s to facilitate 
sample selection. 
Weighs rock boxes containing lunar material 
samples to maintain weight budget for return 
to Earth. 
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Table 1-7 . Apollo Lunar Hand Tools (Cont. ) 
Tool NOInenclature 
Surveying and Photo -
graphic Instruments 
Surveying instrument 
Instrument staff 
Gnomon 
Color chart 
Support and Auxiliary 
Equipment 
Tool carrier 
Field sample bags 
1-30 
I De scription 
Thre e instruments in a common housing which 
provide a mount for a camera. The three 
instruments are: 
a. Rangefinder - A coincident image range -
finder . 
b. Azimuth Indicator - Allow s determination of 
the angle between the sun line and the line of 
sight to some object. 
c. Inclinometers - A pair of pendulous disc 
inclinometers operating in the roll and pitch 
axes built into the surveying instrument. 
The staff mates with the surveying instrument 
to provide steady support for surveying and 
photog r aphy. 
A w e i ghte d staff, suspended on a two - ring gimbal 
and supported by a tripod, used as a photo-
graphic reference to indicate vertical sun angle 
and scale. 
Chart is painted with three primary colors and 
a gray scale used as a calibration for lunar 
photography. 
Stowage containe r for the tools dur ing the lunar 
flight. Afte r the landing, the carrier serves as 
a support for the sample bags and samples, and 
as a tripod base for the instrument staff. The 
car rier folds flat for stowage. For field use, it 
opens into a triangular configuration. 
Approximately 150 bags included in the Al.J-IT 
for the packaging of samples . 
L 
Tool Nomenclature 
Collection bag 
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Table 1-7. Apollo Lunar Hand Tools (Cont. ) 
I Description 
A large bag attached to the astronaut's side of 
the tool carrier. Used for general storage or 
for holding items temporarily. 
surface. The chassis top plate provides support for the ion detectors, velocity 
filters, and electronic modules. A dust cover, retained over the top plate by a 
solenoid actuated latch, protects the detector s during ground handling, the flight 
phase, and deployment until the LM has departed. The latch is then actuated by 
Earth command through the MSFN to effect dust cover opening and expose the top 
plate. A bubble level on the top plate as sists the astronaut in leveling the experi-
ment during deployment. The CCIG assembly is housed in the experiment chassis 
until the experiment is deployed. It is then removed from the chassis and set on 
the lunar surface. A short electrical cable connects the assembly to the chassis 
circuits. The aperture on the CCIG is sealed by an orifice cover to prevent in-
gre s s of dirt or moisture during ground handling, the flight phase, and deployment 
until the LM has departed. The cover is removed by a command through the 
MSFN which fires an explosive squib actuated piston to remove the orifice cover. 
The experiment ground plane is housed in a tube attached to the chas sis during the 
flight phase. During deployment, the ground plane is spread on the lunar surface 
to provide a lunar surface reference potential for the experiment. The experiment 
electronic circuits are connected to the ALSEP central station electronic s by a 
flat, multiconductor, film cable stored on a reel mechanism on the chassis prior 
to deployment. 
1-22. Apollo Lunar Surface Drill. The Apollo lunar surface drill is carried on 
flight 3 to bore emplacement hole s for the heat flow experiment sensors and to 
provide lunar crust core samples for analysis upon return to Earth. The drill 
assembly consists of four major elements; a battery pack, a drill power head, a 
drill string, and an accessory group packaged in a container that is mounted on 
the subpackage pallet. 
1-23. EXTERNALLY MOUNTED COMPONENTS (LM EXTERIOR) 
The externally mounted components, installed on the LM exterior during the 
ALSEP flight phase as shown in Figure 1-2, consist of the fuel cask support struc-
ture, fuel cask, and fuel capsule assembly. Figure 1-9 illustrates the fuel cask 
and fuel cask support structure components. 
1-24. Structure/Thermal Subsystem Components. Structure/thermal subsystem 
components mounted on the LM exterior consist of elements of the fuel cask sup-
port structure which include a thermal shield and mounting structure. The 
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ITI.ounting structure interface s with struts on the LM exterior to provide accom-
ITI.odations for fuel cask attachment to the LM during the ALSEP flight phase. The 
structure incorporates a thermal shield to reflect fuel capsule radiation away 
from the LM and a tilt ITI.echanism to allow the astronaut to tilt the fuel cask down 
from the vertical mounting position to facilitate transfer of the fuel capsule to 
the RTG during deploYITIent. A cask cooling nozzle is attached to the structure 
inside the spacecraft LM adapter (SLA), approximately 24 inches b e low the fuel 
cask support structure which is mounted on the LM exterior. The nozzle connects 
to the launch vehicle air conditioning ducting . The nozzle diffuses cooling air over 
the fuel cask to provide cask cooling after the fuel capsule has been installed in the 
cask prior to flight. 
1-25. Electrical Power Subsystem Components. Electrical power subsystem 
cOITI.ponents installed on the LM exterior consist of the fuel cask and fuel capsule 
assembly. The fuel cask is a cylindrical structure with a screw-on end cover 
that provide s fuel capsule support during the flight phase. The fuel capsule is a 
thin-walled cylindrical structure with an end plate that mates with and locks in the 
fuel cask as sembly for the flight phase and in the radioisotope thermoelectric gen-
erator during deployment. The fuel capsule contains the radioisotope fuel plu-
tonium (Pu-238), encapsulated to meet nuclear safety criteria. 
1-26. ALSEP SYSTEM TRANSPORTATION AND GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
ALSEP system transportation and ground support equipment (GSE) consists of 
shipping container s, ground handling equipITI.ent, and special tools required for 
transportation and ground handling of the ALSEP flight article components. The 
descriptions contained in this part of Section I are applicable to equipment re-
quired to perform field level maintenance. Descriptions of equipment required for 
factory level ITI.aintenanc e are contained in other ALSEP support manuals which 
are listed in this manual's introduction. The following descriptions are provided 
to familiarize maintenance personnel with equipment encountered during field level 
maintenanc e ac tivitie s. 
1-27. TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
Transportation equipment consists of ALSEP containers that provide protection for 
the flight article subsystems and components during delivery to KSC and during 
movement between facilities at KSC for maintenance activities. Transportation 
equipment for the ground support equipment (GSE) consists of commercial pack-
ages that provide protection for the GSE components during shipment to KSC. 
The shipping containers used for transportation of the ALSEP flight article and 
associated GSE are one of two types; ALSEP containers or commercial packages . 
The following paragraphs briefly describe each type of container. 
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1-28. ALSEP Containers. Special containers are provided for each ALSEP sub-
package as seITlbly and separately shipped subsysteITl cOITlponent. Table 1-8 lists 
the shipping containers. Figure 1 - 10 illustrates typical ALSEP containers. 
Table 1 - 8 . Shipping C ontainers 
EquipITlent Contained I Container Par t Number>:~ 
Subpackage No. 1 (for flights 1 and 2) 2332914 - 1 
Sub package No . 1 (for flights 3 and 4) 2332914 
Subpackage No. 2 2332915 
Fue l Cask 2332933 
Fue l Capsule 
Structure/Thermal Subsystem Commercial packaging 
Thermal Shield Commercial packaging 
>:~Un1ess otherwise noted, all part numbers are Bendix Aerospace Systems 
Division numbers and the latest revision applies . 
>:n;'G e n e ral Electric Company number. 
The ALSEP containers are constructed of an outer metal housing specifically 
shape d to enclose the as sociated as semb1y which is mounted on a shock isolation 
plate. The containers are instrumented to provide a real - time history of shock on 
thre e axes and teITlperature for at least seven days. A humidity indicator, visible 
from outside the container, provide s an indication of the maximum relative hu-
midity attained within the container . For flights 1 and 2 only, the container for 
subpackage No. 1 incorporates a Government furnished equipment (GFE) magnetic 
flux d ensity recorder to check magnetic field exposure during shipment. A re-
c ording is removed from the recorder at the destination and checked to deterITline 
the strengths of the magnetic fields to which the container has been subjected 
e nroute. 
P r e s e rvation of the container contents is accomplished by purging the container 
w ith an inert gas and pressurizing the containe r to approximately 1.0 psig for ship-
m e nt or storage. A pressure equalizer valve in the container housing ITlaintains 
the internal/external pressure diffe r ential at a maximum of 1. 5 ± 0 . 5 psi. Con-
trol of humidity within the container is accomplished by providing sufficient des-
i cc ant to maintain relative humidity below 20 percent. 
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The subpackage ALSEP containers incorporate detachable wood skids on the bot-
tom surface for subpackage lifting and movement with a fork lift. All ALSEP con-
tainers provide handles for lifting and movement. 
The fuel capsule ground shipping cask is used to transport the fuel capsule. The 
cask protects operating personnel and the general public from the gamma and 
neutron radiation that emanate s from the 1500 thermal-watt plutonium capsule. 
At 40 inches from any exterior surface of the cask containing a capsule, the x-ray 
equivalent dose to man, corrected for relative biological effectivene s s, will not 
exceed 0.01 roentgen per hour. 
All ALSEP shipping containers are capable of being transported by common 
carrier (truck or plane). The containers will protect the equipment during storage 
under sheltered conditions for at least two year s. The container s are marked in 
accordance with the requirements of MIL-STD-129. 
The following paragraphs describe ALSEP container instrumentation. 
1-29. Humidity Indicator - The humidity indicator consists of a chemically 
treated paper, visible through a glass window from outside the container, with 
four circles indicating 20, 30, 40, or 50 percent relative humidity. Relative hu-
midity within the container is indicated by lavender discoloration of the respective 
circle. 
1-30. Shock Recorder - The shock recorder is a three-axis, mechanical recording 
accelerometer that records shock amplitude up to 20g on the longitudinal, lateral, 
or vertical axis. Figure 1-11 illustrates the shock recorder. A vector nomograph, 
included with the instrument, permits graphic determination of magnitude and di-
rection of shock from the three-axis trace. Shock information is displayed on a 
moving chart driven by a spring-wound, 8-day clock mechanism. Three marking 
styli bear on the roll of preprinted, pressure-sensitive graph paper (chart roll) 
which is moved at the rate of one inch per hour by the clock mechanism. A shock 
along anyone of the three axes is recorded on the chart roll by the individual 
stylus oriented on the as sociated axis. The roll is inscribed along one edge with 
time references which assist in determining the exact time any shock was im-
parted. The opposite edge of the paper is transcribed to show the amount of 
paper left on the roll. The roll is 61 feet long, which permits approximately 30 
days of total recording time. The clock mechanism will operate for 8-day periods 
between rewinds. 
The shock recorder is activated for shipment from the vendor to KSC and is also 
activated for container movement between maintenance facilities at KSC to pro-
vide a permanent record of shock loads imparted on the contents of the container 
during transportation. 
1-31. Temperature Recorder - The temperature recorder is a dry stylus 
thermograph designed to record temperatures from -40 to +160 degrees F for a 
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period of 168 hours (1 days). Figure 1-12 illustrates the temperature recorder. 
The recorder consists of a special spring-wound chart drive mechanism, a bime-
tallic temperature sensing element, a stainless steel stylus, and a circular re-
cording chart. The 3 5/8-inch-diameter chart is plastic-coated in white, with 
time and temperature graduations printed in blue. The stylus bears against the 
plastic to scribe a groove in the chart face resulting in a red temperature trace. 
The chart face is inscribed with concentric rings graduated in temperature incre-
ments. The outer edge is graduated in two-hour increments with radial lines 
converging on the center axis to provide a tilne reference. 
The temperature recorder is mounted in a circular accessory bracket with a 
worm- screw tightening device to lock the instrument in place on the container 
shock isolation plate. 
'f J. 
, 
Figure 1-11. Shock Recorder Figure 1-12. Temperature Recorder 
1-32. Magnetic Flux Recorder - Figure 1 -13 illustrates the magnetic flux re-
corder. The flux recorder consists of a 10 by 4 by 2 inch probe assembly and a 
26 by 20 by 14.5 inch electronics-recorder package. The probe assembly weighs 
approximately three pounds and the electronics-recorder package weighs approx-
imately 90 pounds. A cover protects the package. 
The probe assembly contains three sensors oriented so that they can sense the 
ambient magnetic flux density in each of three, mutually perpendicular directions. 
The probe is connected to the package by a cable having a length of about four feet. 
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Figure 1-13. Magnetic Flux Recorder 
The electronics-recorder package contains three panels of identical electronics, 
one for each sensor, and two dual-trace recorders, one to record the signal from 
two sensor s and the other to record the signal from the remaining sensor. 
When 117 volt ac source power must be disconnected, batterie s within the package 
permit operation of the flux recorder for periods of at least eight days without 
changing the batterie s. 
The probe assembly of the flux recorder is mounted on the exterior of the con-
tainer for subpackage No.1, on the side nearest the magnetometer experiment. 
The electronics-recorder package is mounted within four feet of the container. 
1-33. Commercial Packages. Commercial packaging is primarily used for ship-
ment of GSE. The packages consist of components wrapped or packaged in a 
carton, box, bag, or similar container that conforms to commercial shipping 
practice. Commercial packaging methods are as follows: 
a. Component mounted on a pallet, wrapped in plastic, and metal-banded to pallet. 
b. Component mounted in a plywood box on mating hardpoints and box packed with 
dunnage. 
c. Component wrapped in plastic, placed in a plywood box, and packed with 
dunnage. 
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d. Component sealed in plastic, wrapped in cellulose or aircap, and placed in a 
corrugated paper box. 
e. Component packed in foam, molded to fit component contour, and packed in 
wood, metal, or plastic box. 
1-34. GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. 
ALSEP system GSE described in the following paragraphs includes all equipment 
exclusive of normally available hand tools, hoisting or transportation equipment, 
and standard checkout equipment, necessary for handling the ALSEP flight article 
during field maintenance activities . The GSE includes mechanical ground support 
equipment and ground support test equipment. The mechanical GSE consists of 
special tools, fixtures, and handling equipment required for ALSEP flight article 
handling and assembly. The test equipment consists of equipment required for 
te st and checkout of individual subsystem components prior to installation in the LM. 
The GSE described in the following paragraphs consists of five general types; sub-
package handling equipment, fuel capsule handling equipment, fuel cask/structure 
handling equipment, and subsystem component test equipment. 
1 -35. Subpackage Handling Equipment . Subpackage handling equipment includes 
holding fixture s, handling device s, a hoisting device, a handling cart, and a sub-
package dust cover . The equipment is listed in Table 1-9 which includes part 
numbers and brief descriptions of equipment functions. 
Nomenclature 
Holding Fixture, 
Subpackage No. 1 
Holding Fixture , 
Subpackage No. 2 
Handling Devic e, 
Subpackage No. 1 
Handling Devic e 
Subpackage No. 2 
1-40 
Table 1-9. Subpackage Handling Equipment 
Part Number 
2335311 
2335338 
2335312 
2335313 
Function 
Attache s to base of subpackage No.1 
for handling operations. Mounts to 
handling cart for subpackage move-
ment. 
Attaches to base of subpackage No. 2 
for handling operations. Mounts to 
handling cart for subpackage move-
ment. 
Attaches to base of subpackage No. 1 
for subpackage transfer to various 
te st fixture s. 
Attaches to base of subpackage No. 2 
for subpackage transfer to various 
te st fixtur e s. 
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Table 1-9. Subpackage Handling Equipment (Cont. ) 
Nomenclature 
Handling Cart 
Hoisting Device 
Subpackage Dust Cover 
Boyd Bolt Installation 
Tool 
Boyd Bolt Torque Tool 
Boyd Bolt Torque Tool 
(Short) 
Boyd Bolt Spindle Force 
Measuring Tool 
Boyd Bolt Spindle Po si-
tion Measuring Tool 
Boyd Bolt Release Tool 
Central Station Handling 
Cart 
Center of Gravity Fixture 
Pre s sure Regulator 
Assembly 
LM Installation Fixture 
I Part Number I 
2332899 
2335310 
BSX 5904 
2338343 
2338212 
2338215 
2338213 
2338651 
2335910 
2333431 
2335309 
2338476 
LDW420-
11171 
Function 
Provides mounting tie-down for 
ALSEP subpackage s during handling 
and transportation. 
Attaches to ALSEP holding fixture 
or handling device for subpackage 
hoisting operations. 
Protects subpackage No. 1 or No. 2 
from contamination. 
Attaches to Boyd bolt for insertion 
into ALSEP structure. 
U sed to tighten Boyd bolts to re-
quired tension. 
Used to tighten Boyd bolts to re-
quired tension. 
U sed to measure force required to 
depress Boyd bolt spindle. 
U sed to measure position of spindle 
relative to Boyd bolt body. 
U sed to release Boyd bolt. 
Provides mounting tie-down for cen-
tral station during handling and 
tr ans porta tion. 
Provides mounting tie-down during 
subpackage No. 1 or No. 2 center of 
gravity testing. 
Lowers pressure of gas from gas 
bottles to purge or pressurize 
c ontaine r s . 
Facilitates mounting subpackage 
No. 1 or No. 2 in LM. 
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1-36. Subpackage No. 1 Holding Fixture - The subpackage No. 1 holding fixture 
comprises a base frame assembly with four vertical brackets extending upward 
from the front and the rear frame members. Figure 1-14 illustrates the holding 
fixture. Dowel pins installed in each vertical bracket mate with mounting holes 
at the rear of the subpackage base structure and with L- shaped mounting tabs 
extending downward and outward from the lower, forward edge of the subpackage 
structure. A slide lock mounted at right angles to each front dowel pin engages a 
slot in one leg of the mounting tab to secure the subpackage on the holding fixture. 
Quick-release pins lock the slide lock assembly in place on the mounting tabs. 
The holding fixture provide s clearance between the frame and subpackage base to 
permit installation of the subpackage handling device while the subpackage is 
mounted on the holding fixture. The holding fixture frame incorporates four 
hoisting lugs that mate with fittings on the hoisting device to permit subpackage 
movement with a hoist. L- shaped mounting angles on the frame mate with mount-
ing holes on the handling cart to permit the assembly to be secured to the cart 
during buildup or transportation. 
1-37. Subpackage No. 2 Holding Fixture - The subpackage No. 2 holding fixture is 
basically identical to the subpackage No. 1 fixture. The vertical brackets on the 
rear frame member are located in a different position to mate with the mounting 
holes at the rear of the subpackage base structure. 
1-38. Subpackage No. 1 Handling Device - The subpackage No. 1 handling device 
is positioned under the subpackage base for subpackage transfer to mass property 
determination fixtures or similar type fixtures. Figure 1-15 illustrates the 
handling device. 
The device consists of a base plate with integral support rails and pads to protect 
the bottom surface of the subpackage. A detachable lift bar on each side of the 
base plate permits positioning the device under the subpackage while the package 
is mounted on the holding device. The lift bars are retained on the base plate with 
quick-disconnect pins . When the lift bars are installed on the base plate, a slide-
lock on the forward end of each bar is positioned over mounting points on the for-
ward edge of the subpallet structure to secure the subpackage to the handling de-
vice. A quick-release pin locks the slide-lock in place. Each lift bar incorporates 
two hoisting lugs that mate with fittings on the hoisting device to permit subpackage 
movement with a hoist. 
1-39. Subpackage No. 2 Handling Device - The subpackage No. 2 handling device 
is basically identical to the subpackage No. 1 handling device. Dimensional dif-
ferences in support rail and pad locations are incorporated to permit the device 
to mate with the base plate configuration of subpackage No.2. 
1-40. Handling Cart - The handling cart provides a moveable workstand for 
ALSEP subpackage buildup and handling. Figure 1-16 illustrates the handling 
cart. The cart consists of a pivot frame supported on a base frame mounted on 
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two fixed and two swivel caster s. A position lock, mounted between the swivel 
caster s, contacts the floor to lock the cart in a fixed position. A handle on one 
end of the base frame provides a hand grip for cart movement. The pivot frame 
is attached to the top frame with pillow blocks which, in conjunction with a hand-
wheel-operated gear reduction box, permits the frame to be tilted to the desired 
working angle. A lock mechanism locks the frame at the desired tilt position. 
The ALSEP holding fixture is retained in the pivot frame with four socket-head 
bolts installed through the fixture mounting lugs into tapped holes on the pivot 
frame upper surface. 
1-41. Hoisting Device - The hoisting device engages lugs on the handling devices 
and holding fixture s to accomplish subpackage hoisting operations. Figure 1-17 
illustrates the hoisting device. Two attach fittings on the lower edge of each end 
plate engage lugs in the applicable subpackage handling device or holding fixture 
to mate the hoisting device to the device or fixture. Quick-release pins retain the 
fittings in place on the lugs. The upper edge of each end plate is attached to a 
cross bar to maintain clearance between the end plate and subpackage components 
during hoist operations. A four - legged wire rope bridle attached to the cross bars 
connects the device to the hoist through a pear- shaped link at the apex of the four 
bridles. 
1-42. Subpackage Dust Cover - The subpackage dust cover is a clear, plexiglas s 
box which is set over the subpackage during handling or movement to protect the 
components from airborne dust or other contaminants. 
1 -43. Boyd Bolt Tools - The Boyd Bolt tools listed in Table 1-9 are used to in-
sert, tighten, measure certain mechanical parameter s of, and release the Boyd 
bolts used on subpackage No. 1 and subpackage No.2. The tools are shown in 
Figure 1 - 18. 
1-44. Fuel Capsule and Fuel Cask/Support Structure Handling Equipment. Table 
1-10 lists and briefly describes the functions of handling equipment required for 
installation of the fuel capsule in the fuel cask during KSC operations. Table 1-11 
lists and briefly describes the functions of handling equipment required for fuel 
cask to band assembly, trunnion alignment and band tensioning, cask/band assem-
bly to support structure, fit checks, and preliminary fit checks. Figure 1-19 illus-
trate s the fuel capsule handling equipment. Figure 1- 20 illustrates the fuel cask/ 
support structure handling equipment. 
1-45 . Subsystem Component Ground Support Equipment - Subsystem component 
gr ound support equipment consists of equipment required for Grenade Launch As-
sembly (GLA) electrical circuit checkout and sensor alignment, Apollo Lunar Sur-
face Drill (ALSD) battery activation and power head/battery pre s surization checking, 
and experiment subsystem squib verification. The equipment is listed in 
Table 1-12 which includes the part number and a brief description of equipment 
function . 
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Table 1-10. Fuel Capsule Handling Equipment 
Nomenclature 
Capsule SLA handling 
tool (GSE) 
Capsule transfer cask 
(GFE) 
Capsule port entry 
trough (GFE) 
Capsule inspection tool 
(GFE) 
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I Function 
Insertion or removal of fuel capsule as-
sembly from cask assembly and transfer 
of fuel capsule assembly between casks. 
Transport fuel capsule as semb1y to SLA 
platform area. 
Transfer fuel capsule as semb1y, with SLA 
handling tool attached, through spacecraft 
structure at level of LM fuel cask attach-
ment. 
Verify proper installation of fuel capsule 
as sembly in LM fuel cask. 
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Table 1-11. Fuel Cask/Support Structure Handling E quipment 
Nomenclature 
Cask/Structure Handling 
Device 
Fuel Cask/Band Assembly 
Handling Device 
Trunnion Alignment/ 
Band Calibration 
Holding Fixture 
Strain Gage Readout 
Device 
Fuel Cask Handling Cart 
Dome/Tool Receptacle 
Dome Handling Tool 
CG Determination Fixture 
I Part Number I 
2335319 
2335318 
2335316 
2332320 
2335315 
2337950 
2335908 
2335314 
Function 
Fuel cask support structure 
handling during fuel cask fit 
checks, LM fit checks, and LM 
installation. 
Fuel cask/band assembly 
handling during fit checks to 
fuel cask support structure and 
installation on LM. 
Holds cask/band assembly dur-
ing trunnion alignment and cask 
band tensioning procedures. 
Provides tensioning readout 
during cask band tensioning 
procedure s. 
Provides transportation accom-
modations for fuel cask move-
ment. 
Provide s storage for fuel cask 
dome with dome handling tool 
attached. 
Remove s dome from fuel cask. 
Provides jig for preliminary fit 
check of fuel cask support struc-
ture. 
1-46. Grenade Launch Assembly (GLA) Ground Support Equipment - The GLA 
ground support equipment consists of the GLA test set (GLA/TS), mechanical 
attitude reference positioning device (MARPD), Apollo initiator resistance mea -
suring equipment (AIRME), and an ordnance voltmeter. 
The GLA/ TS is housed in a standard 19-inch relay rack cabinet mounted on casters. 
The test set comprises four assemblies; control panel, receiver panel, digital 
voltmeter panel, and power supply panel. Figure 1-21 illustrates the GLA/ TS and 
shows the location of each of the four panels. 
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Table 1-12. Subsystem Component Ground Support Equipment 
Nomenclature 
GLA Test Set 
(GLA/TS) 
Mechanical Attitude 
Reference Positioning 
Device (MARPD) 
Apollo Initiator , Re sistance 
Measuring Equipment (AIRME) 
Ordnance Voltmeter 
ALINCO Squib Tester 
ALSD Battery Filling Kit 
ALSD Battery Charging Unit 
ALSD Pressurization Unit 
I Part Number I Function 
2332342 Used in conjunction with the 
MARPD and AIRME to per-
form G LA circuit checkout. 
2331455 
GFE 
GFE 
GFE 
GFE 
GFE 
GFE 
Provides calibrated two-axis 
tilt table for GLA positioning 
during inc linometer checkout. 
Checks out GLA squib circuits. 
Verifies squib circuit integrity. 
Verifies CPLEE ll reefing 
cutterll squib circuit continuity. 
Supplie s materials required to 
activate ALSD battery. 
Charges ALSD battery after 
activation. 
Verifies ALSD battery and drill 
power head seal integrity and 
relief valve operation. 
The digital voltmeter panel consists primarily of a rack-mounted digital voltmeter 
with a high gain, automatic range unit to monitor GLA voltages during testing. 
The power supply panel contain s two rack-mounted adjustable power supplie s that 
provide the dc test voltages applied to the GLA during testing. The control panel 
provides a mounting for controls, indicators, and test points for applying and mon-
itoring test signals. The receiver panel consists of a communications receiver 
which is used to monitor the 30 MHz signal from the GLA grenade transmitters. 
The MARPD is a calibrated two-axis tilt table that provide s a means of varying the 
GLA position about the vertical axis during testing. Figure 1-22 illustrates the 
device. With the GLA mounted on the tilt table, the side and back index tables are 
rotated to induce vertical axis pitch and roll deviations. These deviations provide 
the GLA test set with deviation signals generated by a vertically oriented, two-
axis alignment sensor (inclinometer) mounted in the GLA. 
The AIR ME is used to verify circuit continuity in the GLA firing circuits. 
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The ordnance voltmeter is a commercial model Simpson Model 260 with the bat-
teries removed. The voltmeter is used to check circuit continuity during GLA 
testing. 
1-47. ALINCO Squib Tester - The ALINCO squib tester is used to verify CPLEE 
"reefing cutterll squib circuit continuity. 
1-48. ALSD Ground Support Equipment - The ALSD ground support equipment 
consists of a battery filling kit, battery charging unit, and a pres surization unit . 
The battery filling kit consists of electrolyte, pads, and filling equipment required 
for battery activation. 
The battery charging unit supports flight battery activation and te st. The unit 
comprises a battery charger and a battery adapter unit . Figure 1-23 illustrates 
the unit. The charger consists of a lower panel as sembly containing a power sup-
ply and a variable transformer and an upper panel containing a cell selector switch, 
ammeter, voltage cut-off meter, and charging circuits. The battery adapter unit 
consists of a small chassis for mechanically restraining the battery during the 
charging process. The adapter also contains a battery mating connector, charging 
cable, and a microswitch lock. The charging cable routes the electrical power 
from the charging unit to the battery and the microswitch lock provides a means 
of depressing the battery microswitch dudng the charging process. 
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The pres surization unit is used in conjunction with an external source of regulated 
dry nitrogen to verify ALSD battery and drill power head seal integrity and relief 
valve operation. Figure 1-24 illustrates the unit. The unit consists of a metal 
enclosure that houses the pressurization components and interconnecting plumbing. 
The enclosure front panel contains the pneumatic control valves and pressure in-
dicators. The supply valve controls the flow of nitrogen into the unit and a regu-
lator valve reduces and regulates the source pressure to from 0 to 30 psi for 
testing. Relief valves protect the unit and the components undergoing testing from 
over-pressurization and a bleed valve permits system depressurization prior to 
disconnecting the unit. An isolation valve permits isolation of components under 
test from the pressure source during leakage rate tests. A pressure gauge and 
manometer on the front panel provide pressure indications for accomplishing 
tests. 
The regulated dry nitrogen source consists of a standard 2, 000 psi nitrogen bottle 
(GFE) with a pressure regulator capable of reducing the outlet pressure to 150 psi. 
Figure 1-24. ALSD Pressurization Unit 
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SECTION II 
TRANSPOR T A TION AND HAND LING 
2-1. INTRODUC TION 
This section of the manual describes transportation and handling of ALSEP flight 
articles and ALSEP ground support equipment during shipment to Kennedy Space 
Center (KSC) and during movement and handling within KSC. 
2-2. PLANS, REGULATIONS, AND PROCEDURES 
Shipment of all ALSEP flight articles to KSC is accomplished in accordance with 
the Transportation Plan for ALSEP Flight Hardware, ALSEP- LS-09. Transpor-
tation of the fuel capsule to KSC is accomplished in accordance with Atomic Energy 
Commis sion (AEC) regulations lOCFR71 and 1 OCFR7 2 and Inter state Commerce 
Commis sion (ICC) shipping regulations 47 CFR71 through 47 CFR7 8. 
Transportation and handling proc edures consist of step-by- step directions for 
handling, inspecting, storing, installing, removing, and preparing flight article 
components before their final mounting in the LM and for handling, inspecting, in-
strumenting, and pre s surizing flight article shipping container s. 
Table 2-1 lists the plans, regulations, and procedures used to transport and 
handle the flight article components and their containers. 
Table 2-1. Transportation Plan, Regulations, and Procedures 
I 
General 
ALSEP.,.LS-09 
Title or De scription 
Transportation Plan for ALSEP Flight Hardware 
Packaging of Radioactive Material for Transport 
Atomic Energy Commis sion Regulation 
I OCFR71 ':0:< 
lOCFR72':0:< 
47CFR71 through Inter state Commerce Commis sion Shipping Regulations 
47 CFR 78 ':0:0:< 
TM179 
TM180 
TM181 
Flights 1 and 2 Ground Safety Plan 
Flight 3 Ground Safety Plan 
Flight 4 Ground Safety Plan 
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Table 2-1. Transportation Plan, Regulations, and Procedures (Cont. ) 
Num.ber';' Title or Description 
Packing and Unpacking 
2337168 
2337162 
Inspection 
TM190 
TM344 
TM345 
2337016 
2337017 
2337038 
2337039 
2337041 
2337027 
2337025 
Container Instrum.entation 
2337170 
2337171 
2337172 
Pres surization 
Subpackage No. 1 and Subpackage No. 2 
Fuel Cask and Mounting Structure 
Test and Checkout Requirem.ent Docum.ent for Flights 
1 and 2 
Test and Checkout Requirem.ent Docum.ent for Flight 3 
Test and Checkout Requirem.ent Docum.ent for Flight 4 
Subpackage No. 1 
Subpackage No. 2 
Fuel Cask 
Fuel Cask Structure and Bands 
Fuel Capsule 
Grenade Launch As sem.bly 
Active Seism.ic Experim.ent Circuit Board and Level 
Sensors 
Tem.perature Recorder 
Shock Recorder 
Magnetic Flux Density Recorder 
I 2337169 
I 
Subpackage No . 1 and Subpackage No. 2 
I 
Storage 
2337168 
2337162 
2334340 
2334342 
2337913 
2337914 
Handling 
2-2 
2334384 
2337935 
2337086 
Subpackage No. 1 and Subpackage No. 2 
Fuel Cask and Mounting Structure 
Storage Tem.perature and Hum.idity Subpackage No. 1 
Storage Tem.perature and Hum.idity Subpackage No. 2 
Subpackage No. 1 Tem.perature Storage B 
Subpackage No. 2 Tem.perature Storage B 
ALSEP 
Subpackage 
Subpackage No. 1 and Subpackage No . 2 
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Table 2-1. Transportation Plan, Regulations, and Procedures (Cont. ) 
Number'!' 
2337168 
249 2 08 ,!,,!,,!<>!, 
2337960 
2337078 
2337162 
Installation 
2337069 
2337075 
2337090 
2333002 
2337078 
2337132 
2337073 
2337074 
2337026 
2337035 
2337066 
Removal 
2337076 
2337079 
2337066 
2337035 
Preparation 
2337134 
2337060 
2337080 
2337083 
2337089 
2337071 
I Title or Description 
Subpackage No. 1 and Subpackage No. 2 Preservation, 
Packaging, Handling, Storage, and Shipping 
Fuel Cask 
Fuel Cask Mounting Structure 
Fuel Cask, Cask Band, and Structure Assembly 
Fuel Cask and Mounting Structure 
Preservatiqn, Packaging, Handling, Storage, and 
Shipping 
Subpackag e Installation in LM SEQ Bay ' 
Fuel Cask Installation on LM 
Fuel Cask, Cask Band, and Structure As sembly 
Fuel Capsule 
Fuel Capsule Loading on LM 
Fuel Capsule Installation in Fuel Cask 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill Battery 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Active Seismic Experiment Circuit Board and Level 
Sensors 
Grenade Launch Assembly in Mortar Package 
Mortar Package Assembly into Subpackage No. 1 
Fuel Cask Removal from LM 
Fuel Capsule Unloading 
Mortar Package As sembly from Subpackage No. 1 
Grenade Launch Assembly from Mortar Package 
Sta rting Time r 
Subpackage No. 1 and Subpackage No. 2 
Flight 1 and Flight 2 
Flight 3 
Flight 4 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill Battery Activation and 
Charging 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill Battery Pressure Check I 
i 
2337072 
,!, Unless otherwise noted, all procedures are Bendix Aerospace System Division 
numbers and the latest version applies. 
,!,,!, Atomic Energy Commis sion number 
,!":" !, Interstate Commerce Commission numbe r 
':<>!<>!"!'General Electric Company SI number 
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2-3. GENERAL TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURES 
A block diagraITl of the transportation plan for flights 1 and 2 is shown in Fig-
ure 2-1. Block diagraITls of the transportation plans for flights 3 and 4 are shown 
in Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3 respectively. The diagraITls show the ITlajor events 
in shipping flight articles to KSC and in transporting and handling the articles frOITl 
the tiITle they arrive at KSC until they are ready for launch. 
All containers shall be ITlarked in accordance with MIL-STD-129. The shipping 
weight, contents, and preservation and packaging levels of the container shall be 
ITlarked in a conspicuous location. Locations for handling the container by fork-
lift, if applicable, shall be identified. Each container shall be accoITlpanied by a 
cOITlplete acceptance data package (ADP). Unpacking and packaging instructions 
shall accoITlpany each container outside the container. 
ALSEP flight hardware shall be transported to KSC by air. During delivery, the 
teITlperature in the aircraft shall reITlain between 0 and 160 degrees Fahrenheit 
and the relative hUITlidity shall not exceed 50 percent. The containers shall be 
secured to cargo restraint fittings so as to oppose forces operating in longitudinal, 
lateral, and vertical directions. The container s shall be unloaded froITl the air-
craft in an upright position. 
Qualified personnel shall transfer the containers froITl the aircraft to a truck or 
autoITlobile. A forklift, cargo loader, or cargo lifter ITlay be used to transfer the 
container s froITl the aircraft to the other vehicle. 
All ALSEP iteITls, except grenade s, are received and inspected at the Bendix KSC 
facilitie s, Building M7 - 657. Grenade s for the Grenade Launch As seITlbly of the 
Active SeisITlic ExperiITlent are received, inspected, and stored in the Ordnance 
Storage Facility, COITlplex 39. Grenade and squib testing is accomplished at the 
Ordnance Laboratory, M7 -1417. All transportation of ordnance iteITls shall take 
place in ordnance transport vehicle s. All ordnance operations shall take place 
within the provisions of applicable safety plans and under the surveillance of a 
KSC safety officer. 
2-4. GENERAL HANDLING PROCEDURES 
The contractor shall be responsible for perforITlance of all inspection requireITlents 
and ITlay utilize cOITlpany or other inspection facilities and services acceptable to 
NASA. Inspection records shall be ITlaintained and ITlade available to NASA as 
specified in the contract. NASA can as SUITle the right to perforITl any inspections 
deeITled necessary to ensure that the equipITlent and services conforITl to pre-
scribed requireITlents. 
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INSTALL 
TRANSPORT 
FUEL CAPSULE INSPECT AND STORE 
TRANSPORT FUEL 
~ 
FROM GE - PENN FUEL CAPSULE " 
FUEL CAPSULE -,. CAPSULE 
TO AEC-KSC TO LAUNCH PAD ra- IN FUEL CASK 
TRANSPORT FUELCASK 
AND STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY INSPECT AND STORE TRANSPORT FUEL CASK 
INSTALL FUEL CASK 
FROM GE-PENN FUEL CASK AND AND STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY 
, AND STRUCTURE 
-
TO BENDIX-KSC STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY TO LAUNCH PAD 
ASSEMBLY ON LM 
TRANSPORT INSPECT AND 
SUBPACKAGE NO.1 INSPECT AND STORE TRANSPORT INSTALL 
FROM BENDIX-MICH SUBPACKAGE NO.1 SUB PACKAGE NO.1 
~ 
SUBPACKAGE NO.1 
TO BENDIX-KSC I-- TO MSOB IN LM 
~ TEST J-.,. TRANSPORT SUBPACKAGES 
ORDNANCE NO.1 AND NO.2 
VER IFICATION 
r+- SQU IBS ~ IN LM TO LAUNCH PAD 
TRANSPORT I-- INSPECT AND 
SUBPACKAGE NO.2 INSPECT AND STORE TRANSPORT INSTALL ~ ... 
FROM BENDIX-MICH SUBPACKAGE NO.2 SUBPACKAGE NO.2 
~ 
SUBPACKAGE NO.2 
TO BEND IX-KSC TO MSOB IN LM 
Figure 2-1. Block Diagram. of Transportation Plan for Flights I and 2 
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SUBPACKAGE NO.1 INSPECT AND STORE INSTALL 
...,... SUBPACKAGE NO.1 SUBPACKAGE NO.1 
... I--
FROM BEND IX-MICH SUBPACKAGE NO.1 
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-
TO MSOB IN LM 
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ORDNANCE SUfSPACKAGES INSTALL ALSO 
VER IFICATION NO.1 AND NO.2 ON SUBPACKAGE NO.2 
SQUIBS ~ IN LM ,...-.,.... TO LAUNCH PAD 
TRANSPORT INSPECT AND 
SUBPACKAGE NO.2 INSPECT AND STORE TRANSPORT INSTALL 
FROM BEND IX-MICH -" SUBPACKAGE NO.2 SUBPACKAGE NO.2 SUBPACKAGE NO.2 -
TO BENDIX-KSC TO MSOB IN LM 
ACTIVATE ALSO 
TRANSPORT ALSO INSPECT BATTERY, TRANSPORT 
FROM BEND IX-MICH ~ AND STORE CHECK ALSD ... ALSD TO 
TO BENDIX -KSC ALSD PRESSURE, AND LAUNCH PAD 
CHECK ALSD OPERATION 
Figure 2- 2. Block Diagram of Transportation Plan for Flight 3 
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Figure 2-3 .. Block Diagram of Transportation Plan for Flight 4 
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The shipping containers shall be exaITIined at the destination to deterITIine con-
forITIance to the requireITIents of the transportation plan and other pertinent docu-
ITIents. Deviation £rOITI the requireITIents shall be cause for rejection of the ship-
ITIent. 
When the equipITIent is received at KSC, a receIvIng inspection shall be perforITIed. 
During the inspection, the container shall be inspected for any daITIage that ITIay 
have occurred during shipITIent. After this inspection, the container shall be 
opened. InforITIation £rOITI any recording instruITIents shall be recorded in the 
receiving inspection test record. A visual inspection of the container contents 
shall be perforITIed and, if the re suIts of the inspection are acceptable, the con-
tainer shall be prepared for storage and placed in bonded storage. 
ALSEP flight article iteITIs to be returned to their contractor shall be preserved, 
packaged, handled, stored, ITIarked, and shipped in accordance with specifica-
tions, standards, and procedures subject to the approval of appropriate NASA 
repre sentative s. A list of applicable specifications, standards, and procedures 
is contained in AttachITIent B of NASA ManageITIent Instruction NMI 6410.1. Ship-
ping instructions shall be requested froITI the contracting officer at NASA MSC. 
All hardware shall be shipped on a GovernITIent bill of lading. 
General handling requireITIents for any flight article handling, ITIoveITIent, or 
ITIaintenance follow: 
a . All operations shall be under the supervision of a cognizant ALSEP systeITI 
repre sentative. 
b. Each step of an operational procedure shall be read aloud by the systeITI rep-
resentative. Instructions shall be fully understood before any action is begun. 
c. Personnel shall wear clean, white jackets and shall reITIove all iteITIs froITI 
shirt and jacket pockets. 
d. All ITIaintenance operations shall take place in a clean ,environITIent. No 
tobacco, food, or beverages shall be perITIitted in the iITIITIediate vicinity. 
e. During flight article and container handling, every effort shall be ITIade to avoid 
any shock or any inadvertent contact with foreign objects. 
£. Work surfaces utilized for ITIaintenance operations shall be cushioned with a one-
inch thick, foaITI-rubber pad, covered with a sheet of static-free, non-
conductive ITIylar. The work surface shall be sufficiently large to accoITIITIodate 
the article or container without overhang or danger of falling froITI the surface. 
2-5. GENERAL STORAGE PROCEDURES 
The following procedures are applicable to storage of ALSEP flight articles: 
a. Subpackage container ITIoveITIent in the storage area shall be by fork-lift; how-
ever, subsysteITI cOITIponent containers ITIay be ITIoved ITIanually if container 
size, weight, and stacking conditions are cOITIpatible with ITIanual handling. 
b. Rough handling shall be avoided at all tiITIe s. 
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c. The containers shall be moved in the upright position. 
d. Container s shall not be stacked over two high. 
e. The side of the container with the humidity indicator shall face outward for 
periodic checks . The indicator shall be read and the indication recorded at 
least once every 30 days. 
£. The storage area shall have an environment of +50 to +80 degrees Fahrenheit 
and a relative humidity of 50 percent or less . 
g. To prevent the Magnetometer Experiment from being subjected to magnetic 
field flux that might degrade Magnetometer Experiment performance, the 
storage area for the experiment shall be located sufficiently far from magnetic 
field generating equipment to prevent degradation and no magnetized tools or 
other magnetic objects shall be allowed in the area. The Magnetometer Experi-
ment shall never be subjected to a field flux density greater than 1. 0 gauss. 
2-6. GROUND SUPPOR T EQUIPMENT 
Ground support equipment (GSE) is shipped to KSC in commercial packaging and, 
after receiving inspection, is distributed to those activities requiring the equip-
ment. 
2-7. SUBPACKAGE NO.1 
2-8. INTRODUCTION 
As shown in Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2 - 3, subpackage No.1, in its container, shall 
be transported by truck and airplane from the Bendix Aerospace Systems Division 
in Ann Arbor, Michigan, to Bendix facilities at KSC. 
At KSC, the container shall be inspected to determine whether any damage has 
occurred during shipping. The chart of magnetic flux density that has been re-
corded during shipping shall be read and the maximum indications recorded on the 
chart shall be entered in the te st records. The container cover shall be removed 
and the interior of the container and that portion of the exterior of the subpackage 
that can be seen without removing the subpackage from the container shall be in-
spec ted for damage. The color of the paper in the humidity indicator shall be 
noted to determine the maximum humidity attained within the container during 
shipping. Charts of temperature and shock that have been recorded during 
shipping shall be read and the maximum indications recorded on the charts shall 
b e e ntered in the te st records. 
Whenever an explosive squib is used in any experiment installed on the subpackage, 
a verification squib, chosen at random from the same lot as the squib used in the 
experiment, is mounted on the subpackage container shock plate. The squib shall 
be removed, transported to the Ordnance Laboratory, and tested to augment evi-
dence concerning the quality of the squibs after shipping. 
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The container cover shall be replaced, the container shall be prepared for stor-
age, and the container shall be placed in bonded storage. 
When the Lunar Module (LM) is ready to receive the subpackage, the temperature , 
shock, and magnetic flux density recorder s shall be activated and the subpackage 
shall be transported, in its container, to the Manned Spacecraft Operations 
Building (MSOB). The subpackage shall be removed from its container, inspected, 
and, after a boom attachment as sembly is installed on the subpackage, the sub-
package shall be installed in the LM scientific equipment bay (SEQ). Later, the 
LM, with the subpackage in it, will be transported to the Vehicle As sembly 
Building (V AB) and, subsequently, to its launch pad. 
Subpackage No. 1 for flight 4 contains the Active Seismic Experiment (ASE). 
Grenades for the Grenade Launch Assembly (GLA) of the ASE shall be shipped 
from Space Ordnance Systems of El Segundo, California to the KSC Ordnance 
Storage Facilitie s. Here, the grenade s shall be inspected and stored. Verifica-
tion sample grenades shall be tested. When preparation of the LM has progressed 
to a predetermined stage, the grenades that are to be used in the ASE shall be 
transported to the Ordnance Laboratory where they shall be installed in the mortar 
package. The mortar package shall be transported to the MSOB. Here, the 
mortar package shall be installed in the subpackage. 
General subpackage handling requirements follow: 
CAUTION 
The bottom surface of subpackage No. 1 is 
vacuum-deposited metal that can be damaged 
by handling. To prevent damage, the subpack-
age shall be handled only by its tabs. 
a. No action shall be taken which re sults in subpackage movement exc ept by direc-
tion of the cognizant ALSEP system representative. 
b. Per sonnel handling subpackage s shall wear liJ;l.t-free, nylon glove s. Touching 
or handling the subpackages shall be held to an absolute minimum. 
c. Extreme caution shall be observed to ensure that no experiment is touched or 
inadvertently bumped during handling. 
d. Caution shall be observed to ensure that the protective cover s installed on the 
tie-down fastener (Boyd bolt) guide cups are not torn or damaged. 
e. Under no circumstance shall a subpackage be handled by pushing on or grasping 
any part of an experiment. 
£. Maintenance operations shall be planned so that lifting of the subpackage is held 
to a minimum. 
g. Subpackage movement in the working area shall be accomplished by mounting 
the subpackage on the handling cart with the dust cove~ (BSX 5904) installed 
over the subpackage. 
h. Magnetic objects or magnetic field producing electrical devices shall be avoided 
during subpackage movement. 
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The following paragraphs describe, in greater detail, the procedures necessary 
for transporting and handling subpackage No.1. 
2-9. CONTAINER DESCRIPTION 
The container for subpackage No. 1 is shown in Figure 2-4. In addition, for 
flights 1 and 2, the container has skids that, if shown in the illustration, would 
extend to the right. A platform, mounted on the skids with non-magnetic screws, 
holds the electronics-recorder package of the magnetic flux recorder. The illus-
tration shows the location of the humidity indicator and items used for pressuriza-
tion. A gasket, that fits in a groove on the cover, permits a tight fit between the 
cover and the base of the container. 
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For each of the four flights, subpackage No. 1 contains explosive squibs for the 
Passive Seismic Experiment. For flights 3 and 4, the subpackage contains squibs 
for the Charged Particle Lunar Environment Experiment and, for flight 4, the sub-
package contains squibs for the Active Seismic Experiment. Verification squibs 
for the se experiments shall be mounted on the container shock plate. 
2-10. CONTAINER COVER REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT 
The following lists equipment and per sonnel required for container cover removal/ 
replacement. 
Equipment 
1 1000 lb hoist (GFE) 
1 4-legged hoisting sling (GFE) 
Common hand tools 
Personnel 
1 ALSEP systern representative 
2 Technicians 
1 Hoist operator 
Rernove container cover as follow s: 
CAUTION 
Before removing the cover, make sure the 
probe assernbly of the rnagnetic flux recorder 
has been rernoved frorn the cover. 
a. Wipe any dirt or dust frorn container exterior with a clean, dry cloth. 
b. Set container on suitable working surface. 
c. Observe hurnidity indicator and record inforrnation in procedure record. 
d. Depress and hold red button in center of BREATHER VALVE until pressure of 
gas inside container equals pressure of air in roorn. 
e. Release ten suitcase type latches retaining cover on container base. 
£. Position hoist with hoisting sling attached over subpackage container cover. 
g. Slowly lower hoisting sling and connect to hoist rings on sides of container 
cover. 
NOTE 
To ensure that the contents are not touched 
by the cover, two technicians stationed on 
opposite sides of the container shall guide the 
cover as it is raised frorn the base. 
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h. Raise cover clear of contents, move cover clear of container, and lower cover 
to clean working surface. 
NOTE 
Removal of the hoist sling and the hoist shall 
be at the discretion of the ALSEP system 
repre sentative and dependent upon the next 
operation to be performed. 
Replace container cover as follow s: 
a . Ensure that container interior is clean, that contents are secured· in place, 
and that no loose hardware remains in container . 
b. Ensure that container base surfaces that mate with container cover are clean and 
that suitcase type latche s are clear of mating area. 
c. Ensure that fresh desiccant bags are installed in their container and that rela-
tive humidity indicator indicates that relative humidity is in safe range. 
d. Position hoist with hoisting sling attached over container cover. 
NOTE 
Two technicians stationed on opposite sides of 
container shall guide the cover during replace-
ment of the cover on the container base. 
e. Lower hoisting sling and connect to hoist ring s on side s of container cover. 
f. Raise I ..• over from working surface and ensure that surface s that mate with con-
tainer base are clean. 
g. Remove gasket from its g roove in container cover, turn it over, and replace 
gasket in groove. 
h. Position cover above container base and lower into position on base mating 
surfaces. 
1. E ngage and close suitcase type fasteners. 
J. Release hoisting sling from container cover. 
2-11. CONTAINER PRESSURIZATION 
The following lists th e equipment and per sonnel required for container 
pre s suriz ation. 
2-16 
Equipment 
Bottle of nitrogen gas and regulator (0 -15 psi) 
Common hand tools 
Personnel 
1 ALSEP system repre sentative 
1 Technic ian 
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Pressurize the container as follows: 
a. Ensure that all suitcase type fasteners that retain container cover are engaged 
and securely latched. 
b. Ensure that container relative humidity indicator indicate s that relative humid-
ity inside container is within allowable limits. 
c. Remove cap of container pressurization fitting and connect line from regu-
lator of inert gas bottle to pressurization fitting. 
d. Adjust regulator to indicate approximately three psig. 
e. Depress button in center of container BREATHER VALVE and hold button for 
at least ten minutes to permit gas to flow out of container. 
NOTE 
If, at any time during the operation described 
in step e, the indication on the regulator in-
dicates a pressure less than or greater than 
3.0 ± 0.3 psig, readjust the regulator until 
the regulator indicates this pressure. 
f. Release BREATHER VALVE button. 
g. When container pressure gauge indicates 1. 0 ± 0 . 1 psig, turn off gas line. 
h. Disconnect gas line from pressurization fitting and replace fitting cap. 
2-12. BOOM ATTACHMENT ASSEMBLY REMOVAL FROM AND REPLACEMENT 
IN THE C ONT AINER 
During shipping and transporting of the subpackage, the boom attachment assem-
bly is held securely to a shock isolation plate of the container by a loop clamp on 
a standoff and by a cap screw. The boom attachment assembly cable pull ring is 
held to the container by Velcro tape. Remove the boom attachment assembly 
from the container before removing the subpackage from the container. Remove 
the assembly from the container by: 
a. removing Velcro tape that holds ring, 
b. removing screw that holds loop clamp, 
c. removing loop clamp, 
d. removing cap screw, and 
e. carefully lifting boom attachment as sembly from container. 
Mount the boom attachment assembly on the container shock isolation plate after 
installing the subpackage in the container. Mount the assembly on the plate by: 
a. carefully placing the assembly on the plate, 
b. installing cap screw; 
c. installing loop clamp and screw that holds clamp, and 
d. securing ring with Velcro tape. 
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2-13. SHOCK RECORDER 
2-14. General InforD1ation. Whenever the subpackage is being shipped to or froD1 
KSC or transported between building s at KSC, a shock recorder shall be installed 
in the subpackage container and shall be activated so as to produce a continuous 
record of all shocks to which the container is subjected. The shock recorder is 
shown in Figure 2-5. 
A full roll of recorder chart paper contains enough paper to record for approxi-
D1ately 30 days. Before installing the recorder, ensure that there is sufficient 
chart paper left on the roll to provide a record throughout the anticipated trans-
portation. 
The recorder shall be installed in the container before the recorder is activated. 
This will prevent recording shocks generated during handling of the recorder but 
not applied to the container . 
The shock recorder is able to operate for a period of ahout eight days without 
rewinding. For transportation requiring a nUD1ber of days, the recorder shall be 
wound just before container D1oveIT1ent so that the recorder will operate throughout 
the transportation. 
2-15. Shock Recorder Procedures. The shock recorder instruD1entation pro -
cedures are perforD1ed with COD1D1on hand tools. The procedures are aCCOD1p-
lished by a technician under supervision of an ALSEP systeD1 representative. 
R e IT10ve the shock recorder froD1 the shipping container as follows: 
a. Release suitcase type fastener of recorder cover and raise cover. 
b . Attach stylus claD1p to three recording styli. 
c. Lower cover and secure it with fasteners. 
d . ReD10ve four D10unt screws that retain shock recorder on container shock 
isolation plate. 
e. ReD10ve shock recorder froD1 container and set on suitable working surface. 
£. Release cover fastener and raise cover. 
g . Rotate take-up spindle to advance chart roll D1anually until approxiD1ately two 
inches of blank chart is exposed. (Use scribe table as reference point. ) 
h. Clip or tear chart roll acros s blank chart area and reD10ve recorded inforD1a-
tion froD1 take-up spindle . 
1. Record inscribed shock data froD1 chart roll in record. 
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NOTE 
If sufficient paper reD1ains, proceed to step n. 
If chart roll D1ust be replaced, proceed to 
step j. 
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j. Loosen right-hand and left-hand shaft screws and remove expended chart roll. 
k. Remove end plates from expended roll and install on new chart roll. 
1. Install chart roll in recorder and tighten right-hand shaft screw fully. Tighten 
and adjust left-hand shaft screw so that there is slight end-play in roll. 
m. Remove wrapper from chart roll. 
n. Fe e d chart paper over scribe table and under drive roll. 
o. Feed chart paper under intermediate shaft then loop back over intermediate 
shaft. 
p . Feed chart paper back under drive roll then bring paper back up over drive 
roll and attach to take-up spindle with small piece of cellophane tape in center 
of take-up spindle. 
q. Remove slack on chart roll by manually advancing flanges on take-up spindle. 
r. Unless recorder is to be used within a short time, make sure that stylus clamp 
is securely attached to three styli, close cover, and secure it with fastener. 
Install shock recorder on the container isolation plate and activate the clock-drive 
mechanism as follow s: 
a. Mount shock recorder on container shock isolation plate with four screws. 
NOTE 
To provide maximum operating time for moni-
toring container movement, the following steps 
should be accomplished immediately prior to 
installation of the container cover. 
b. Unlatch and raise rec order cover. 
c. Advance chart roll by manually rotating flanges of take-up spindle to align in-
dex mark on scribe table with applicable time reference marking on chart roll. 
d. Record pertinent information, such as date and time zone, on chart roll using 
scribe table area for recording. 
e. Activate clock drive mechanism by winding with key located on right-hand re-
corder end plate . 
£. Remove stylus clamp and mount the clamp securely in its retainer. 
g . Verify that drive mechanism is operating and that chart roll is moving . 
CAUTION 
The scribes may be damaged if the cover is 
dropped. 
h. Slowly lower shock recorder cover and latch cover in closed position. 
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2-16. TEMPERATURE RECORDER 
2-17. General Information. Whenever the subpackage is being shipped to or from 
KSC or transported between buildings at KSC, a temperature recorder shall be in-
stalled in the subpackage container and shall be activated so as to produce a con-
tinuous record of all temperature' variations that take place within the container. 
The temperature recorder is shown in Figure 2-6. 
The recorder shall be installed in the container before the recorder is activated. 
This will prevent recording temperature variations that occur during installat i on 
of the recorder because of handling of the recorder. 
The temperature recorder is able to operate for a period of about seven days with-
out rewinding. For transportation requiring a number of days, the recorder shall 
be wound just before container movement so that the recorder will operate through-
out the transportation. 
2-18. Temperature Recorder Procedures. The temperature recorder instru-
mentation procedures are performed with common hand tools. The procedures 
are accomplished by a technician under supervision of an ALSEP system repre-
sentative. 
Remove the temperature recorder from the container as follow s: 
a. Loosen mounting bracket by rotating worm screw counterclockwise. 
b. Remove recorder from container and set on suitable working 
surface. 
c. Squeeze tabs on cover glass retaining ring together and reInove ring from 
housing, 
d. Hold hand over top of recorder housing and carefully turn housing upside 
down to allow cover glas s and attached bi-metal spiral and stylus to fall free 
of hou sing and into hand. 
e. Unscrew chart retaining nut and remove chart paper and its backplate £rOIn 
housing. 
f. Record inscribed maximum and minimum temperatures in procedure record 
and file the inscribed temperature recording chart. 
g. Package recorder and disassembled parts in plastic bag, seal bag, and place 
bag in storage until required for further container movement. 
When the temperature recorder chart backplate and recording chart is installed 
in the recorder, the drive mechanisIn winding access hole is covered. To obtain 
maxiInum container Inonitoring time, the recorder should be installed on the con-
tainer shock isolation plate before drive Inechanism activation and loading. In-
stall, activate, and load the recorder as follows: 
a. Install recorder in mounting bracket on container shock isolation plate and 
tighten worm screw on bracket to secure recorder in mounting bracket. 
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b. Wind drive ITlechanisITl with key stowed near recorder ITlounting location on 
container shock isolation plate. 
c. Store key on shock isolation plate. 
d. Install chart backplate and new chart III recorder housing. Replace and 
tighten chart retaining nut. 
e. Orient stylus attached to biITletal spiral on cover glas s with applicable time 
reference ITlarking on chart and set cover glas s in place. 
£. Depress tabs on cover glass retaining ring and install ring in housing. 
2-19. MAGNETIC FLUX RECORDER 
2-20. General InforITlation. Whenever ITlagnetic flux recording is not required, 
battery life should be extended by: 
a. unlatching the four suitcase type fastener s that secure the cover of the recorder 
electronic s, 
b. reITloving the cover, 
c. turning off the three gaussITleters by switching the front panel ON switches 
toward the left side of the panel, and 
d. turning off the two recorders by switching the front panel switches toward the 
bottom of the pane 1. 
Whenever 117 -volt ac source power is available, battery life should be extended 
by connecting the recorder power cable to the source power outlet connector. 
One roll of chart paper will record for approxiITlately 30. days. 
2-21. Magnetic Flux Recorder Procedures. 
mentation procedures are accoITlplished by a 
an ALSEP systeITl representative. 
The ITlagnetic flux recorder instru-
technician under the supervision of 
ReITlove chart in either of the two chart recorder s as follows: 
a. 1£ cover is not on recorder electronics, proceed to step b. 1£ cover is on re-
corder electronics, unlatch four fasteners that secure cover and reITlove cover. 
b. Turn off recorder by switching its front panel toggle switch toward bottom of 
panel. 
c. Unscrew knurled thuITlb-screw at upper left corner of recorder door and care-
fully swing recorder door open. 
d. Push up two retaining clips that retain supply roller and reITlove supply roller 
and take-up roller. 
e. Mark chart so that magnetic axis recorded and other pertinent data can be ob-
tained from chart later, if desired. 
£. 1£ recorder is not to be used imITlediately, close recorder door and replace 
and secure recorder electronics cover. 
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Replace chart in either of the two chart recorder s as follow s: 
a. If either recorder contains a partial roll of chart paper, remove roll in manner 
de scribed above. 
CAUTION 
Befor e proc eeding, make sure that recorder 
front panel toggle switch is switche d toward 
bottom of front panel. 
b. Insert supply roller into cardboard spool of chart paper so that perforations in 
paper ar e adjacent to roller I s knurled shoulder. 
c. Remove piece of masking tape to r e l e as e end of chart paper and save masking 
tape for use in step e. 
d . R oll out about eight inches of chart paper, keeping perforated edge to left and 
keeping back (dark) side up . 
e. Keeping edges of chart paper in alignment with ends of cardboard spool, attach 
e nd of chart paper to cardboard tube on take-up spool with piece of masking 
tape saved from step c. 
f. Roll up several turns of chart paper onto take-up spool with chart side (graph 
on white background) out and visible. 
g. With angular motion, as depicted in Figure 2-7, slide loop of paper between 
right side plate and pointer guard. 
RETAINING CLIP 
KNURLED 
THUMBSCREW __ ~~~>-
TAKE-UP SPOOL 
Figure 2 - 7. Loading Chart Paper 
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h. Bring take-up spool up so that chart paper lies smoothly over top roller. Place 
take-up spool end pivots in their slots. 
1. With left thumb, squeeze brake aside. Insert end pivots of supply roll in their 
slots while taking up exces s of chart paper loop and engaging paper perforations 
with sprocket nubs on drive drum. Release brake. 
j. Push down on retaining clips, locking supply and take-up spools in their places. 
k. Disengage gear train on left side of recorder chassis by pressing gear train 
unit plate, located on left side of recorder, in direction of arrow inscribed 
thereon. 
1. While gear train is disengaged, rotate take-up spool in its take-up direction 
until desired starting time less two hours just appears on front of top roller. 
NOTE 
This operation should take up all slack in 
the chart paper and should align the actual 
desired time with the scale on the front of 
the recorder. 
Check the sprocket nubs for positive engagement. 
m. Carefully swing recorder door shut. Engage knurled thumbscrew and tighten. 
n. Apply power to recorder by switching its front panel toggle switch toward top 
of panel. 
o. About ten minutes after start of recording, check for proper operation of re-
corder. 
Activate the magnetic flux recorder as follows : 
a. Ensure that each of recorders has a full roll of chart paper, that all batteries 
are fre sh, and that three probe connector s are connected to their re spective 
magnetic flux recorder connector s. 
b. Ensure that each of three gaussmeters are turned on by making sure that each 
of three front panel gaus smeter ON switche s is switched to right side of panel. 
c. Ensure that recorder is operating properly by checking for signal trace on 
chart paper about ten minutes after start of recording. 
d . Replace and secure magnetic flux recorder cover. 
2-22. SUBPACKAGE INSTALLATION IN CONTAINER 
2-23. General Information 
The procedures listed in Table 2-1 provide instructions for removing the sub-
packages from the shipping containers, mounting the boom attachments to the sub-
packages, installing the subpackages on the handling carts, transporting the sub-
packages on the handling carts, removing the subpackages from the handling carts , 
installing the subpackages on the handling devices , and installing the subpackages 
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and handling devices on the holding fixtures. The subpackage handling require-
ments as well as the general handling requirements listed in the General Trans-
portation Procedures and General Handling Procedures paragraphs in this sec-
tion of the manual must be observed during subpackage handling. Subpackage 
handling procedure s are not arranged in a mandatory sequence and may be em-
ploy e d , in conjunction with other handling procedures in this section of the manual, 
in any sequence necessary to accomplish the required operation. 
The ground support equipment used for subpackage handling is shown in Fig-
ure 2-8. The illustration shows the general order of assembly and identifies the 
hardware. 
The following proc edure as sume s that the subpackage is installed on the handling 
cart and is to be installed in the shipping container. A list of the equipment and 
per sonnel required for subpackage installation in the shipping container follow s: 
Equipment 
1000 lb hoist (GFE) 
Hoisting device (2335310) 
Handling cart (2332899) 
Cornmon hand tools 
Personnel 
1 ALSEP system repre sentative 
1 Hoist operator 
2 Technicians 
2-24. Installation Procedures 
a. Make sure that handling cart frame lock and tilt table lock are engaged. 
b. C onnect hoisting device to hoist and position above subpackage. 
NOTE 
A technician stationed on each side of the sub-
package shall guide the hoisting device end plate s 
to ensure that no part of the subpackage is 
touched as the hoisting device is lowered into 
position. 
c. Carefully lower hoisting device until end plate attach fittings can be engaged on 
holding fixture lifting lugs. Secure fittings on lugs with quick-release pins. 
d. Raise hoisting device only enough to take up slack in cables. Do not impose a 
strain on holding fixture . 
e. Remove bolts that attach holding fixture to cart. 
£. Carefully raise hoisting device so that subpackage rises clear of cart. Position 
subpackage over container. 
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g. Two technicians shall steady subpackage. Carefully lower subpackage to con-
tainer shock isolation plate. 
h. Install bolts attaching holding fixture to plate. 
i. Disengage quick-release pins retaining end plate fittings on holding fixture 
lifting lug s. 
NOTE 
A technician stationed on each side of the sub-
package shall guide the hoisting device end plates 
to ensure that no part of the subpackage is touched 
as the hoisting device is raised. 
j. Raise hoisting device clear of subpackage. 
2-25. SUBPACKAGE REMOVAL FROM CONTAINER AND INSTALLATION ON 
HANDLING CART 
2-26. General Inforll1ation 
During shipll1ent, the subpackage IS ll10unted on the holding fixture attached to the 
shipping container shock isolation plate. A typical subpackage container instal-
lation is shown in Figure 2-9. When it is necessary to transfer the subpackage to 
a work surface and the subpackage cannot be directly transferred froll1 the ship-
ping container to the work surface, the handling cart is ell1ployed for subpackage 
ll1ovell1ent. The following procedure aSSUll1es that the subpackage is to be re-
ll10ved froll1 the shipping container and installed on the handling cart. If the sub-
package is to be set on a working surface, the container should be positioned near 
the working surface. A list of the equipll1ent and per sonnel required for sub-
package rell10val froll1 the shipping container follows: 
Equipll1ent 
1000 lb hoist (GFE) 
Hoisting device (2335310) 
Handling Cart (2332899) 
COll1ll1on hand tools 
Personnel 
1 ALSEP systell1 repre sentative 
1 Hoist operator 
2 Technicians 
2- 27 . Rell10val and Installation Procedure s 
Rell10ve subpackage froll1 shipping container as follows: 
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Figure 2-9. Subpackage Container Installation (Typical) 
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a. Connect hoisting device to hoist and position above subpackage. 
NOTE 
A technician stationed on each side of the sub-
package shall guide the hoisting devic e end 
plate s to ensure that no part of the subpackage 
is touched as the hoisting d evic e is low ere d 
into position. 
b. Carefully lower hoisting device until e nd plate attach fittings can be engaged on 
holding fix tur e lifting lugs. Secure fittings on lu g s with quick-release pins. 
c. Raise hoisting device only enough to take up slack in cables. Do not im.pose a 
strain on holding fixture. 
d. Remove bolts attaching holding fixtur e to container shock isolation plate. 
e . If subpackage i s to b e installed on handling cart, position handling cart near 
subpackage and engage cart frame lock. 
£. Two t e chnicians shall steady subpackage. Hoist operator shall raise subpackage 
from container mounting surface to a convenient working height for installation 
on handling cart or transfer to work surface. 
NOTE 
Steps g and i are applicable only to installation 
on the handling cart. 
g . Re l ease cart f rame lock and position cart under subpackage. Re e ngage frame 
lock. Verify that tilt table lock is engaged. 
h. Car efully lowe r subpackage to handling cart mounting surface and align holding 
fixt u r e mount tabs with h andling cart mounting holes. If subpackage is to be 
se t on work surface, po s ition subpackage over surface and lower into place. 
Install bolts to attach holding fix tur e to handling cart. 
J. Di sen g a ge quick - rele ase pins retaining end plate fittings on holding fixture 
lifting lug s. 
NOTE 
A technician stationed at each side of the sub-
package sh a ll guide the hoisting device e nd 
plate s to ensure that no part of the subpackage 
is touched as the hoisting device is raised. 
k. Raise hoisting device clear of subpackage. 
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2-28. SUBPACKAGE TRANSPORTATION ON HANDLING CART 
2-29. General InforITlation. Subpackage ITloveITlent is accoITlplished 
with the subpackage installed on the holding fixture ITlounted on the 
handling cart. The cart shall not be used for subpackage ITloveITlent 
between buildings at KSC. MoveITlent of the subpackage on the cart 
shall be accoITlplished by three technicians under supervision of an 
ALSEP systeITl repre sentative. 
2-30. Transportation Procedures. Observe the following require-
ITlents during subpackage ITloveITlent on the cart : 
NOTE 
The subpackage shall be covered by a dust 
cover at all tiITles during ITloveITlent. 
a. Prior to cart ITloveITlent, an ALSEP syste ITl representative shall 
walk along route to ascertain that clearances are adequate , ob-
structions are reITloved, and any potentially dangerous conditions 
are eliITlinated. 
b. All cart ITloveITlent shall be directly supervised and directed by an 
ALSEP systeITl repre sentative. 
c. Prior to ITloveITlent, ensure that cart tilt table is locked and fraITle 
lock is released. 
d. One technician shall push cart at a slow walk and two technicians 
shall precede cart, watching for obstacle s or dangerous situations. 
No one shall be perITlitted to push or touch subpackage or its ex-
periITlents. 
e. Upon arrival at new location, ALSEP systeITl repre sentative shall 
ensure that cart fraITle lock is set and locked. 
2-31. SUBPACKAGE REMOVAL FROM HANDLING CART AND 
TRANSFER TO WORK SURFACE 
2-32. General InforITlation. The following lists the personnel and 
equipITlent required to reITlove the subpackage froITl the handling cart 
and to transfer the subpackage to a work surface. 
EquipITlent 
1000 Ib hoist (GFE) 
Hoisting device (2335310) 
Handling cart (2332899) 
COITlITlon hand tools 
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Personnel 
I ALSEP system representative 
I Hoist operator 
2 Technicians 
2-33. Removal and Transfer Procedures . Transfer the subpackage from the 
handling cart to the work surface as follows: 
a . Connect hoisting device to hoist and position above handling cart. 
b. Ensure that cart position lock and tilt table position lock are engaged. 
NOTE 
A technician stationed on each side of the sub-
package shall guide the hoisting device end 
plates to ensure that no part of the subpackage 
is touched as the hoisting device is lowered 
into position. 
c. Carefully lower hoisting device until end plate attach fittings can be engaged on 
holding fixture lifting lugs. Secure fittings on lugs with quick-release pins. 
d. Raise hoisting device to take up slack in cables. Do not place a load onholding 
fixture. 
e. Remove bolts attaching holding fixture to cart. 
£. Two technicians shall steady package as hoist operator raises subpackage clear 
of cart to a height convenient for transfer to work surface. 
g. Position subpackage above work surface. Two technicians shall steady sub-
package as hoist operator lower s subpackage to work surface. 
h. Disengage quick-release pins retaining hoisting device end plate fittings on 
holding fixtur e lifting lug s. 
NOTE 
A technician stationed on each side of the sub-
package shall guide the hoisting device end 
plate s to ensure that no part of the subpackage 
is touched as the hoisting device is raised. 
1. R aise hoi sting device clear of subpackage. 
2- 34 . INSTALLATION OF HANDLING DEVICE ON SUBPACKAGE 
2- 3 5. General Information. To accomplish the installation of the handling device 
on the subpackage, the subpackage must be mounted on the subpackage holding 
fixture which is located on a suitable work surface or installed on the handling 
cart. The following lists the equipment and per sonnel required for handling de-
vice installation. 
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EquipITlent 
1000 Ib hoist (GFE) 
Hoisting device (2335310) 
Handling device, subpackag e No.1 
(2335312) 
C OITlITlon hand tools 
Personnel 
1 ALSEP systeITl repre sentative 
1 Hoist operator 
2 Technicians 
2-36. Installation Procedures. Install the handling device on the associated sub-
package as follows: 
a. Connect hoisting device to hoist and position asseITlbly above subpackage. 
b. Detach handling devic e lift bar s froITl each side of base plate by disengaging 
two quick-release pins on each lift bar. Set bars aside. 
NOTE 
Rest the handling device base plate on 
the holding fixture fraITle and allow the de-
vice to ride along the front edge of the fix-
ture while inserting the device between the 
holding fixture and the subpackage . 
c. Insert handling device base plate between holding fixture and subpackage by en-
tering froITl one side of fixture and ITloving through fixture between front and 
rear subpackage ITlounting supports. 
d. Center handling device and position device support pads under subpackage side 
rails. 
e. Move handling device base plate toward rear edge of holding fixture until it 
contacts rear subpackage supports. 
£. Attach lift bars to handling device base plate with quick-release pins disengaged 
in step b. 
NOTE 
A technician stationed on each side of the 
subpackage shall guide the hoisting device 
end plates to ensure that no part of the sub-
package is touched as the hoisting device 
is raised. 
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g. Carefully lower hoisting device until end plate attach fittings can be engaged on 
lift bar lifting lugs. Secure fittings on lugs with quick-release pins. 
h. Remove slack in hoisting device cables. Technician stationed at each side of 
handling device shall guide handling device as it is raised upward until it is 
close to, but not touching, subpackage base . 
i. Technician stationed at the rear of handling device shall manually raise rear 
of handling device until support rails are flush with slide rails on subpackage 
base. A ledge is provided on handling device to ensure fore and aft alignment. 
j. Technician stationed at each side of handling device shall grasp handling de-
vice lift bars and steady subpackage as hoist operator raises subpackage until 
holding fixture attached to subpackage is approximately one inch above work 
surface . 
k. Technician stationed at front and rear of holding fixture shall support holding 
fixture as technician at front of fixture disengages quick-release pins from 
slide locks on holding fixture and then disengages slide locks. 
1. Technicians de signated in step k shall remove holding fixture from subpackage 
by guiding fixture backward to free mounting pins from subpackage structure. 
Lower fixture to work surface. 
m. Engage handling device slide locks at forward end of lift bar s in subpackage 
front mounting points. Secure slide locks with quick-release pins. 
NOTE 
The subpackage shall be reinstalled on the 
holding fixture if transfer to the next fixture 
is delayed. This decision shall rest with 
the ALSEP system repre sentative . 
2 - 37. INSTALLATION OF HOLDING FIXTURE ON SUBPACKAGE 
2 - 38 . General Information. To install the holding fixture in the subpackage, the 
subpackage must be retained on the subpackage handling device which is suspended 
b y the hoisting device. The following lists equipment and personnel required for 
subpackage installation on the holding fixture. 
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Equipment 
1000 lb hoist (GFE) 
Hoisting device (2335310) 
Holding fixture, subpackage No. 1 (2335311) 
Handling cart (2332899) 
Common hand tools 
Personnel 
1 ALSEP system representative 
1 Hoist operator 
4 Technicians 
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The following procedure assum.es that the subpackage is presently m.ated to a 
handling device which is suspended from. a hoist by the hoisting device. 
2-39. Installation Procedures. Install holding fixture on subpackage as follows : 
NOTE 
If a handling cart is used in lieu of a work 
surface, set the applicable holding fixture 
on the handling cart m.ounting surface. Do 
not install the m.ounting bolts. Ensure that 
the tilt table position lock is engaged. 
a. Position subpackage over holding fixture set on work surface or m.ounted on 
handling cart. If m.ounted on handling cart, ensure that fram.e lock is engaged 
after subpackage is positioned. 
b. Lower subpackage until it is approxim.ately six inches above holding fixture. 
NOTE 
During steps c through f, a technician 
stationed at each side of the subpackage 
shall grasp the handling device lift bars to 
level and guide the subpackage during in-
stallation on the holding fixture. 
c. Lower subpackage until m.ounting points are parallel to and approxim.ately one 
inch above holding fixture m.ounting pins. 
d. Disengage quick-release pins that retain handling device slide locks located on 
forward end of each lifting rail. Disengage slide locks. 
e. Two additional technicians stationed at front and rear of holding fixture shall 
lift fixture up to subpackage m.ounting points and engage holding fixture m.ount-
ing pins in subpackage m.ounting points. 
f. Lower subpackage until holding fixture is re sting on work surface or re sting on 
handling cart m.ount surfac e in alignm.ent with m.ounting hole s. 
g. Engage two slide locks, located on front corners of holding fixture , with sub-
package front m.ounting points. Secure slide locks with quick-release pins. 
h. Lower handling device until it rests on top surface of holding fixture. Allow 
slight am.ount of slack in hoisting device cables. 
1. Disengage quick-release pins retaining hoisting device on handling device lift 
bars. 
NOTE 
The technician stationed at each side of the 
subpackage shall guide the hoisting device 
end plates to ensure that no part of the sub-
package is touched as the hoisting device is 
raised. 
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j. Raise hoisting device clear of subpackage. 
k. Move handling device base plate toward rear of holding fixture. 
1. Carefully slide handling device base plate free of holding fixture . Allow base 
plate to rest on holding fixture frame and to ride along front end of fixture 
during removal. 
2-40. MOUNTING THE BOOM ATTACHMENT ON THE SUBPACKAGE 
After a subpackage has been removed from its container, the boom attachment 
can be mounted on the subpackage by: 
a. inserting attachment into its retainer, 
b. inserting boom release pin through retainer and attachment, and 
c. arranging lanyard and taping cable pull ring to subpackage as shown in Bendix 
drawing 2334848. 
2-4 1. REMOVING THE BOOM ATTACHMENT FROM THE SUBPACKAGE 
Before a subpackage is installed in its container, the boom attachment can be re-
moved from the subpackage by: 
a. removing tape that holds cable pull ring to subpackage, 
b. removing boom release pin from retainer and attachment, 
c. removing attachment from its retainer. 
2-42. SUBPACKAGE NO.2 
Since the container for subpackage No. 2 is similar to the container for subpack-
age No.1, procedure s for transporting and handling subpackage No. 2 in its con-
tainer are similar to those for transporting and handling subpackage No. 1 in its 
containe r. The following paragraphs describe transportation and handling of sub-
package No. 2 only where they differ from transportation and handling of subpack-
age No.1. 
CAUTION 
The bottom surface of subpackage No. 2 
is thermal-coated. This surface shall be 
handled only when nece s sary. 
Subpackage No. 2 for flights 1, 2, and 4 contains the Suprathermal Ion Detector 
Experiment . The experiment contains an explosive squib. Verification squibs 
from the same lot as that from which the squib in the experiment was taken are 
enclosed in the subpackage container when it is shipped to KSC. The squibs are 
removed when the container is opened for inspection and taken to the Ordnance 
Laboratory for verification t e sting. 
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Subpackage No. 2 for flight 3 contains the Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (ALSD). The 
drill obtains its energy from a battery that shall be activated and installed in the 
drill as late as practical so that maximum energy can be obtained from the bat-
tery. This is accomplished by activating the battery, installing the battery in the 
drill, checking operation of the drill, and installing the drill in the subpackage 
while the subpackage is on the pad within the SEQ of the LM. 
Because the configuration of subpackage No. 2 differ s from that of subpackage 
No.1, the handling device and holding fixture for the subpackages differ. The 
part numbers for the subpackage No. 2 handling device and holding fixture are 
2335313 and 2335338 respectively. 
To purge and pressurize the container for subpackage No.2, argon gas is used. 
For subpackage No.2, the drawing used to arrange the lanyard and tape the cable 
pull ring of the boom attachment to the subpackage is 2334849. 
2-43. EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEMS 
Transportation and handling of the experiment subsystems and their container s 
are similar to transportation and handling of subpackage No. 1 except that, since 
the subsystems are smaller and lighter, hand carrying of the sUbsystems and con-
tainers is permitted. 
A typical experiment container IS shown in Figure 2 -1 O. 
"ARVI~ 
HUMIDITY 
INDICATOR 
PRESSUR IZATION 
FITIING 
REAR VIEW 
Figur e 2 -10. Typical Experiment Container 
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ExperiITlent container cover reITloval/replaceITlent is accoITlplished by two tech-
nicians under the supervision of an ALSEP systeITl representative. COITlITlon hand 
tools are the only equipITlent required. 
ReITlove container cover as follows : 
a. C lean container exterior. 
b. Set container on suitable working surface. 
c. Observe hUITlidity indicator and record inforITlation in procedure record . 
d. Depress and hold red button in center of BREATHER VALVE until pressuriza-
tion flow through valve ceases. 
e. Release suitcase type latches retaining cover on container base. 
£. Raise cover clear of container contents. Set cover aside. 
Replace container cover as follows : 
a. Ensure that container contents are secured in place and that no loose hardware 
reITlains in container. 
b. Ensure that container base surface s that ITlate with container cover are clean 
and that suitcase type fastener s are clear of ITlating area. 
c. Ensure that dessicant bags are installed in container and that hUITlidity indi-
cator indicates that relative hUITlidity is in safe range. 
d. Raise cover frOITl working surface. Ensure that surface s that ITlate with con-
tainer base are clean. 
e. Set cover on container base. Engage and close suitcase type fasteners . 
2-44. FUEL CASK AND STRUCTURE/THERMAL ASSEMBLY 
The fuel cask and structure/therITlal as seITlbly shall be shipped in cOITlITlercial 
packaging. 
All personnel handling these iteITls shall wear clean, white, lint-free gloves. 
Handling and touching the iteITls shall be ITliniITlized. 
2-45. FUEL CAPSU LE 
The fuel capsule shall be shipped in its container to the AtoITlic Energy COITlITlission 
(AEC) facilities at KSC. Here the container and capsule shall be inspected for any 
daITlage that ITlay have occurred during shipping. The capsule shall be placed in 
bonde d stores. After the fuel cask has been installed on the LM, the capsule shall 
be transported to the launch pad and installed in the cask. 
2-46. ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT 
2-47. GENERAL INFORMATION 
The Active SeisITlic ExperiITlent (ASE) will be used on flight 4. The experiITlent 
requires that four rocket grenades in a Grenade Launch AsseITlbly (GLA) 
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be cOITlbined with level sensors and circuit boards to forITl a ITlortar package. The 
ITlortar package is subsequently installed in subpackage No. 1. The GLA is built 
by a subcontractor, Space Ordnance SysteITls, and is shipped direct froITl the sub-
contractor to KSC for checkout and inte gration with the ALSEP flight article. The 
instructions in Bendix procedure 2337167 are applicable to preservation, packag-
ing' handling, storing, and shipping of the GLA. The following inforITlation is e x -
tracted froITl this docuITlent and contains special proc e dures and instructions 
peculiar to the GLA. 
WARNING 
Handling of the GLA in its shipping container 
shall follow the procedures for Class A ex-
plosives. 
CAUTION 
The GLA shall be handled with extra caution 
since circuits within the as seITlbly are 
frangible. 
The GLA shall be shipped to the Ordnance Storage Facility where it shall be in-
spected to deterITline whether daITlage has occurred during shipping. SaITlple veri-
fication grenades shall be transported to the Ordnance Laboratory where they shall 
be tested. Mter the GLA has been inspected, the GLA shall be stored until it is 
to be integrated with the reITlainder of the ALSEP flight iteITls. At the required 
tiITle, the GLA shall be transported to the Ordnance Laboratory and shall be in-
stalled in a ITlortar package. The package shall be transported to the MSOB and 
installed in subpackage No. 1. 
2-48. PACKAGING 
The GLA is packaged in a special shipping container previously de-
scribed in Section I of this ITlanual. The container shall be used for GLA 
shipITlent to KSC and during ITloveITlent at KSC. 
The container shall be ITlarked according to the following instructions: 
a. Stencil following inforITlation on one side of container in one -inch-high red 
letters: 
CLASS "Al l EXPLOSIVE 
ROCKET AMMUNITION WITH EXPLOSIVE PROJECTILE 
b. On saITle side of container as that used in step a, stencil following inforITlation 
in 3/ 8 -inch-high letters: 
F LASH POINT 0 F 
WEIGHT OF EXPLOSIVES GRAMS 
----
KEEP AWAY FROM FIRE 
HANDLE WITH CARE 
c. Stencil following inforITlation on one of other sides of container: 
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GRENADE LAUNCH ASSEMBLY 
LOT NO. 
-----
CONTRACT NO. 
-----
SERIAL NO. 
MANUFACTURER'S PART NO. 
DATE ----
d. Stencil following information on one of other side s of container: 
STORE IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF +50 o F TO +80 o F 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF NO MORE THAN 50% 
NOTE 
Stenciling information shall also be recorded 
on or attached to the Request for Shipper. 
2-49. INSTRUMENTATION 
GLA container instrumentation is described in Section I of this manual. Instru-
mentation procedure s are the same as those for subpackage No.1. 
2-50. PRESERVATION 
GLA container preservation shall be accomplished by purging and pressurizing 
the container with a dry, inert gas. Purging and pressurizing procedures are the 
same as those for subpackage No.1 . 
2-51. TRANSPORTATION 
GLA transportation shall be by rail freight or truck freight that complies with all 
federal, state, and local regulations for the transportation of Class A explosives. 
2-52. STORAGE 
Since the GLA contains explosive material, the GLA shall be stored in the Ordnance 
Storage Facility. GLA storage shall be in accordance with the requirements de-
s cribed in the General Storage Procedure portion of this section of the manual. 
2-53. UNPACKING AND REPACKAGING 
Prior to unpacking or repackaging the GLA shipping container, prepare a clean, 
stable working surface on which to place the container. The surface shall be at 
least three feet by six feet, covered with one-inch foam rubber which, in turn, is 
covered with a sheet of clean, static-free, non-conductive mylar (or equivalent). 
The unpackaging or repackaging is accomplished by a technician under the super-
vision of an ALSEP system representative. Common hand tools are the only equip-
ment required. 
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Unpackage the GLA as follows: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
£. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
Clean outer surface of container. 
Observe humidity indicator and record indication in procedure record. 
Depress and hold red button in center of BREATHER VALVE until pressure 
inside container equals pressure outside container. 
Release suitcase type fasteners and remove cover from container. 
Set cover on work surface with cover opening facing upward. 
Remove top of internal liner and place in cover. 
Remove instrumentation from container according to procedures in subpackage 
No. 1 portion of this section of the manual. 
Carefully remove GLA from shipping container. 
Ensure that GLA safety pins are installed and that each pin is secured with two 
cotter pins. 
Repackage GLA as follows: 
a. Ensure that GLA safety pins are installed and each pin is secured with two 
cotter pins. 
b. Carefully reinstall GLA in shipping container. 
NOTE 
Step c will be applicable if the container is 
to be used for GLA return shipment ·or move-
ment between buildings at KSC. 
c. Install and activate shock recorder and temperature recorder instrumentation 
according to procedure s in subpackage No. 1 portion of manual. 
d. Install container internal liner over GLA. 
e. Install container cover and secure in place with suitcase type fasteners. 
£. Pressurize container according to procedures in subpackage No. 1 portion of 
manual. 
2-54. APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE DRILL 
The Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (ALSD) will be used only on flight 3. 
The ALSD shall be packaged for shipment to KSC in an aluminum, suitcase type 
container. Closed-cell, polyethylene foam shall be bonded to the interior of the 
container to prevent movement of the drill during transportation and handling. 
The ALSD shall be packaged in a plastic bag. Spare battery assembly and elec-
trolyte filling kits for the ALSD shall be shipped separately. The ALSD container, 
in addition to its use as a shipping container, shall be able to be used to hand-
carry the ALSD after initial shipment to KSC. 
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No special environ:mental control device or recording equip:ment for recording en-
viron:mental para:meter s shall be required for the ALSD container. De s sicants 
shall :maintain acceptable hu:midity levels within the container. 
The ALSD shall be hand-carried . on a co:m:mercial aircraft and in an auto:mobile to 
Bendix facilities at KSC. After receiving-inspection, the ALSD shall be placed in 
bonded storage in its shipping container. 
Before installation of the ALSD in subpackage No.2, a fit check of the ALSD in 
the subpackage shall be :made and a check of the pressure in the ALSD power head 
sha ll b e :made. 
To ensure that the ALSD battery store s :maxi:mu:m energy at the ti:me of launch, 
electrolyte shall be adde d to the battery to activate it and the ALSD shall be trans -
ported to the launch pad for installation in its subpackage a short ti:me before 
l a unch. 
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SECTION III 
MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
3-1. INTRODUCTION 
This section of the manual contains de scriptions of ALSEP maintenance opera-
tions involved in ALSEP flight article preparation for shipment from BxA, de-
livery to KSC, and preparation for LM installation. The information is primarily 
slanted toward maintenance activities at KSC; however, the complete maintenance 
flow is briefly de scribed to acquaint operations per sonnel with the overall main-
tenance concept. For a complete description of the ALSEP maintenance concept, 
refer to the ALSEP Flight System Maintenance Manual, ALSEP- LS-04. 
All maintenance operations at KSC involving flight articles will be conducted in 
accordance with KSC Test Checkout Procedures and with applicable general pro-
cedures, handling procedures, removal procedures, packing procedures, con-
tainer instrumentation procedure s, storage procedure s, unpacking procedure s, 
inspection procedures, and installation procedures. These procedures are listed 
in Table 2-1 and Table 3-1. 
Table 3 -1. Procedures Applicable During Maintenance 
Number':~ 
GENERAL 
APD-132 
INSTALLATION 
AND REMOVAL 
2337065 
2337085 
2337092 
2337098 
2337082 
2338189 
2338191 
2337067 
2337068 
2338625 
2337088 
2337095 
I Title or Description 
Maintenance Procedures and Responsibilities 
Experiment Installation on Subpackage s 
Pas sive Seismic Experiment 
Magnetometer Experiment 
Magnetomete r Expe r iment 
Solar Wind Experiment 
Charged Particle Lunar Environment Experiment 
Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment 
Thumper 
Grenade Launch As sembly 
Grenade Launch As sembly 
Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment 
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator 
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NUITlber >:' 
INSTALLATION 
AND REMOVAL 
2338605 
2337026 
2337066 
2337067 
2337050 
2337069 
2337075 
2337071 
2337074 
2337076 
2337132 
2 337904 
2337931 
2338605 
HANDLING 
2 337084 
2337091 
2337081 
2 337165 
2 33 8186 
2 338 188 
2338185 
2337167 
2338187 
2337094 
2 3 37087 
2333024 
UNPACKING 
AND PACKING 
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2334355 
2334357 
2334354 
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Table 3 -1 (Cont. ) 
Title or Description 
Band Installation and Tensioning 
Active SeisITlic E x periITlent Sensor 
Active SeisITlic Mortar Box 
ThuITlper 
Fuel Cask to Bands 
ALSEP to Lunar Module 
Fuel Cask to Lunar Module 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill Battery 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill in Lunar Module 
Fuel Cask ReITloval froITl Lunar Module 
Strain Readout Operations 
Fuel Ca sk Mount Band 
Fuel Cask Band 
Fuel Ca sk Band 
Passive SeisITlic ExperiITlent 
MagnetoITleter ExperiITlent 
Solar Wind E x p er iITle nt 
Charged Particle Lunar EnvironITlent ExperiITlent 
Preservation, Packaging, Handling, Storage, and 
Shipping 
Charged Particle Lunar EnvironITlent ExperiITlent 
Preservation, Packaging, Handling, Storage, and 
Shipping 
Cold Cathode Gauge ExperiITlent 
Active SeisITlic ExperiITlent 
Grenade Launch AsseITlbly, Preservation, Packaging, 
Handling, Storage, and Shipping 
Heat Flow ExperiITlent 
Radioisotope TherITloelectric Generator 
SupratherITlal Ion Detector ExperiITlent 
Central Station Cable Harness 
MagnetoITleter E x periITlent 
Charged Particle Lunar EnvironITlent ExperiITlent 
Cold Cathode Gauge ExperiITlent 
Active ?eisITlic ExperiITlent 
Heat Flow ExperiITlent 
( 
( 
Number ';' 
INSPECTION 
2338175 
2337933 
2337900 
2337025 
2333077 
2337027 
2337035 
2337036 
2337067 
2337011 
2337022 
2337072 
2337073 
2337039 
2337055 
2337056 
2333033 
2338603 
2338639 
TESTING 
2337010 
2337047 
STORAGE 
2337900 
PREPARA TION 
2337080 
2337081 
2337082 
2337134 
I 
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Table 3-1 (Cont.) 
Title or Description 
Magnetometer Experiment 
Solar Wind Experiment 
Active Seismic Experiment 
Active Seismic E xperiment Sensor 
Grenade Launch Assembly 
Grenade Launch Assembly 
Grenade Launch Assembly Mortar Box 
Grenade Launch Assembly Circuit 
Thumper 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill Battery 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Structure / Bands 
Fuel Cask Fit To Lunar Module 
Subpackage Fit To Lunar Module 
Experiment Integration 
Boyd Bolts For Flight 1 and Flight 2 
Boyd Bolts For Flight 3 
Active Seismic Experiment Continuity Check 
Fuel Cask Fit 
Active Seismic Experiment 
Flight 1 And Flight 2 
Flight 3 
Flight 4 
Timer 
';' Unles s otherwise noted, all procedure number s are Bendix Aerospace Systems 
Division numbers and the latest version applies. 
3-2. ALSEP NIAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
A maintenance flow diagram for the ALSEP flight system is shown in Figure 3-1. 
To provide a total maintenance capability for support of the ALSEP maintenance 
operations program, two basic levels of maintenance, level A and level B, have 
been established. 
Maintenance level A operations are divided between two locations, Bendix Aero-
space Systems Division (BxA) facilities and Kennedy Space Center (KSC) 
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facilities. Maintenance operations consist of preventive and corrective mainten-
ance performed at both locations. Maintenance level A operations at BxA consist 
of inspection, test, adjustment, removal, and installation of subsystems and 
components followed by system verification with system functional checkout pro-
cedures. Maintenance level A operations at KSC are generally limited to inspec-
tion, minor repair, and subsystem and component fit-checks. No system level 
testing is performed at KSC. 
Maintenance level B consists of factory repair and overhaul of ALSEP subsystems, 
components, and ground equipment. 
3-3. LEVEL A MAINTENANCE (BxA). 
Figure 3-2 shows a maintenance flow diagram of level A maintenance at the BxA 
facilities. Prior to initiation of level A maintenance operations at BxA, all sub-
systems, subsystem components, and provisioned flight article spares have been 
subjected to receiving inspection and acceptance testing and subsequently placed in 
bonded storage. 
A requirement for flight article delivery initiates the level A maintenance oper-
ations at BxA. The flight article is removed from bonded storage and inspected 
for condition prior to integrated system testing. Any defective subsystem or com-
ponent is repaired or replaced with a flight article spare from bonded storage. 
Upon completion of the inspection, an integrated systems test (1ST) of all sub-
systems comprising the flight article is performed. The 1ST utilizes the system 
test set to verify system operation or isolate a system malfunction to a replace-
able subsystem or component with subsequent repair or replacement and inte-
grated system retest. No further integrated system testing is performed after 
delivery to KSC. 
After satisfactory completion of the 1ST, subsystems and components assigned 
subpackage tie-down mounting accommodations are assembled on the respective 
subpackage structural elements and the resulting subpackage assembly is packaged 
for shipment to KSC. Subsystem components not as signed subpackage mounting 
locations because of special handling or operational requirements are packaged 
separately for shipment. Spares provisioned for flight article support at KSC are 
s eparately packaged. 
3-4 . LEVEL A MAINTENANCE (KSC). 
KSC maintenance activities are limited to inspection, minor hardware replace-
ment, component fit-checks, and installation of subsystem components with 
special storage or handling requirements. In addition, ordnance squib reverifi-
cation, GLA checkout, and ALSD activation will be accomplished. No system 
level testing is performed at KSC. Figure 3-3 shows the maintenance flow at 
KSC. 
3-5. GSE Handling. GSE required for support of flight article maintenance oper-
ations at KSC is delivered in commercial packages. The equipment is subjected 
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Figure 3 -1. Flight System Maintenance Flow Diagram 
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to a recelVIng inspection and distributed to the ALSEP ITlaintenance activities as 
required. GSE requiring calibration is sent to the KSC calibration facilities for 
calibration prior to delivery to the using activity. 
3-6. Flight Article Inspection. Flight article delivery at KSC is followed by a 
receiving inspection of the subpackages and separately shipped cOITlponents. Any 
discrepancies noted during the inspection are corrected. Subsequent to the in-
spection and until required for launch preparation, the flight article cOITlponents 
are placed in bonded storage facilities at KSC. 
SubsysteITls that incorporate squib-actuated ITlechanisITls will have a set of reveri -
fication squibs, froITl the saITle ITlanufacturing lot as those installed in the sub-
systeITl, packaged and included in the shipping container. During receiving in-
spection, the reverification squibs are reITloved and sent to KSC ordnance 
facilities for reverification firing . 
The fuel capsule requires special shipping and storage due to its radioactive con-
tent. The capsule is delivered directly to AEC storage facilities at KSC. All 
inspections and fit-checks involving the fuel capsule will be perforITled in the AEC 
storage facilities. 
The GLA requires special shipping and handling because of the high explosive 
grenades. The asseITlbly is delivered directly to the ordnance storage facilities 
at KSC. All inspections, fit-checks, and checkout involving the GLA will be 
perforITled in the ordnance area at KSC. 
3-7. Subpackage Maintenance Operations. Subpackage ITlaintenance operations 
prior to flight consist of subpackage to LM fit checks and ordnance squib reveri-
fication. The fit checks require subpackage reITloval froITl bonded storage and 
transportation to the Manned Spacecraft Operations Building (MSOB) for trial fit 
to the LM SEQ ITlounting points. The subpackages are returned to bonded stores 
before final installation in the LM SEQ prior to flight. 
Squib reverification is accoITlplished at the KSC ordnance facilities. ExperiITlent 
subsysteITls or cOITlponents incorporating squib initiators will have the squib in -
stalled prior to shipITlent to KSC. A spare set of squibs from the saITle manu-
facturing lot is included in the associated subpackage container. The squibs are 
reITloved froITl the shipping container during receiving inspection at KSC and for-
warded to the ordnance facilities for reverification firing. 
3-8. Fuel Cask and Fuel Cask Support Structure Maintenance Operations. Fuel 
cask and fuel cask support structure ITlaintenance operations prior to flight con-
sist of cask/ band asseITlbly, cask/ band tensioning and trunnion aligllITlent, cask/ 
band asseITlb1y fit check to the support structure, and fuel cask/ support structure 
fit checks to the LM ITlounting interface. The cOITlponents are reITloved froITl 
bonded storage in the ALSEP operations area and the cask/ band asseITlbly, 
tensioning , trunnion alignment, and support structure fit checks are perforITled in 
the operations area. Fit-checks to LM structure will require cask/ band as seITlbly 
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and support structure transportation to the MSOB for fit-checks to the LM 
mounting interface. The cask/ band assembly and support structure are returned 
to bonded stores prior to final installation on the LM prior to flight. 
3-9. Fuel Capsule Maintenance Operations . Fuel capsule maintenance operations 
consist of fuel capsule/fuel cask fit checks . The fuel capsule is delivered to KSC 
in special Atomic Energy Commis sion (AEC) container s and immediately placed in 
the AEC storage facilities at KSC. All maintenance operations, including 
receiving inspection, are performed in this facility. The fuel cask assembly will 
be removed from bonded stores in the ALSEP operations area and transported to 
the AEC facilities for the fit checks. The fuel cask assembly is returned to 
bonded stores prior to final installation on the LM for the flight phase. 
3 -1 O. ALSD Maintenance Operations . ALSD maintenance operations consist of 
battery activation, battery and ALSD pressure checks, and an ALSD functional 
test. Battery charge time limitations require that not more than six days elapse 
between battery activation and the lunar flight. The components are removed 
from bonded storage and the operations are p erformed in the ALSEP operations 
area. Upon completion of the activation and tests, the ALSD is installed on the 
assigned subpackage tie down points immediately prior to flight. 
3-1 1 . GLA Maintenance Operations. GLA maintenance operations consist of a 
GLA/subpackage fit check and ordnance circuit check. The explosive content of 
the GLA requires that the GLA be placed in the ordnance storage facilities im-
mediately upon delivery to KSC. All maintenance operations, including receiving 
inspection, pertinent to the GLA will b e accomplished in this area or in the Ord-
nance Laboratory. The GLA/subpackage fit-check consists of ensuring GLA fit to 
the mortar package. The ordnance circuit check is performed at the Ordnance 
Laboratory and associated bunker area to verify the GLA circuits. 
3 -12. Flight Article Spares. Provisioned flight article spares ar e retained in 
bonded storage until required for replacement of a defective flight article com-
ponent. Maintenance operations will be limited to replacement of a malfunc-
tioning subpackage or subsystem component. Defective flight a rticle components 
are returned to leve l B maintenance for repair. 
3-13. LEVEL B MAINTENANCE 
Level B maintenance inc ludes factory repair and overhaul of subsystems and 
components assigned to the ALSEP flight article. The factory maintenance will 
consist of detailed component and part removal and replacement, repair, and 
overhaul as well as adjustment or calibration necessary to achieve a high level of 
flight article performance . 
Malfunctioning subsystems or components furnished by subcontractor s will be re-
turned to the subcontractor for detailed repair, overhaul, and calibration 
necessary to meet BxA acceptance test and redelivery requirements. Factory 
level spares inventories will be logistically established at each prime factory 
maintenance location to facilitate defined repair cycle time requirements. 
3 -12 
( 
Abbreviation 
AEC 
AIRME 
ALHT 
ALPS 
ALSD 
ALSEP 
ASE 
ASI 
BxA 
CCGE 
CCIG 
CFE 
CM 
CPLEE 
DRT 
EGFU 
EHT 
EMU 
EPS 
FCA 
F H T 
FTT 
GFE 
GLA 
GLA / TS 
GSE 
HFE 
ICC 
IPU 
1ST 
KSC 
LM 
LP 
LSRL 
LTA 
MARPD 
MCC-H 
ME 
MSC 
MSFN 
MSOB 
ALSEP- LS- 03 
SECTION IV 
GLOSSAR Y OF TERMS 
Definition 
Atorn.ic Energy Corn.rn.ission 
Apollo Initiator Resistance Measuring Equiprn.ent 
Apollo Lunar Hand Tools 
ALSEP Launch Preparation Site 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Apollo Lunar Surface Experirn.ents Package 
Active Seisrn.ic Experirn.ent 
Apollo Standard Initiator 
Bendix Aerospac e Systern.s Division 
Cold Cathode Gauge Experirn.ent 
Cold Cathode Ion Gauge 
Contractor Furnished Equiprn.ent 
Corn.rn.and Module 
Charged Particle Lunar Environrn.ent Experirn.ent 
Dorn.e Rern.oval Tool 
Electronic s / Girn.bal-Flip Unit 
Experirn.ent Handling Tool 
Extravehicular Mobility Unit 
Electrical Power Subsystern. 
Fuel Capsule Assern.bly 
Flight Handling Tool 
Fuel Transfer Tool 
Governrn.ent Furnished Equiprn.ent 
Grenade Launch Assern.bly 
Grenade Launch Assern.bly Test Set 
Ground Support Equiprn.ent 
Heat Flow Experirn.ent 
Interstate Corn.rn.erce Corn.rn.ission 
Integrated Power Unit 
Integrated Systern.s Test 
Kennedy Space Center 
Lunar Module 
Long Period 
Lunar Sarn.ple Receiving Laboratory 
Launch Tube As sern.bly 
Mechanical Attitude Reference Positioning Device 
Mis sion Control Center -Houston 
Magnetorn.eter Experirn.ent 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Manned Space Flight Network 
Manned Spacecraft Operations Building 
4-1 
Abbreviation 
NASA 
PCU 
PDU 
PSE 
RTG 
SBASI 
SEQ 
SIDE 
SIDE/CCIG 
SLA 
SM 
SOS 
SP 
SWE 
TDRT 
UHT 
VAB 
4-2 
ALSEP-LS-03 
Definition 
National Aeronautic s and Space Administration 
Power Conditioning Unit 
Power Dis sipation Unit 
Passive Seismic Experiment 
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator 
Single Bridgewire Apollo Standard Initiator 
Scientific Equipment Bay in LM 
Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment 
Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment with Cold Cathode Ion Gauge 
Spacecraft LM Adapter 
Service Module 
Space Ordnance Systems 
Short Period 
Solar Wind Experiment 
Tie Down Release Tool 
Univer sal Handling Tool 
Vehicle Assembly Building 
